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Enrichment Course in Environmental Education
For Studying Coastal Wetlands Ecology
Through the Visual Arts
Thesis Advisor: F. Gary Patterson
Environmental Education and Conservation Graduate Program
1996
The purpose of this project was to develop an environmental
education course to be offered to students in grades 4-6 at the Wetlands
Institute in Stone Harbor, New Jersey The course was designed to
teach coastal wetlands ecology through the visual arts to supplement
and enrich the current environmental education program offered by the
Instituter Although the course is designed specifically for use at the
Institute, the activities can be adapted to a similar wetland site and used
in part by a resourceful teacher to suit the needs of students of any age or
level.
The course format consists of a series of six hands on,
interdisciplinary activities focusing on the coastal wetlands and what
makes this ecosystem so important. The activrties should prove useful to
teachers seeking to integrate the visual arts into an environmental
education curriculum and are designed to be used individually or as an
entire unit. Each activity focuses on a different ecological concept and art
method
For activity development the author did extensive research on recent
environmental education programs utilizing an interdisciplinary approach
to teach wetland ecology. For background data in the development of
the visual art components of the project, the author consulted with art
educators and referred to several books on art techniques and art
education.
it is expected that the understanding gained through the
implementation of this course will foster a sense of caring and
responsibility towards this valuable ecosystem. This will enable the
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CHAPTER 1
Purpose of the Study
Introduction
Coastal wetlands are demeaned and misunderstood ecosystems which
are in danger of being eradicated and polluted by burgeoning human
development. Since 1990 the world may have lost half of its coastal wetlands
(55% in the United States), primarily through coastal development. Coastal
wetlands are being drained, filled, converted to farmland, built upon and
"improved" at an alarming rate. It is estimated that almost 1,000 acres of
wetlands are lost every day (Wetlands, 1995, p.6)
Our State, and in particular the Southern New Jersey Coastal Area is
particularly impacted by these important ecosystems. The salt marshes of
Southern New Jersey are vast, flat meadows reaching from the bay side of tie
Atlantic coastal barrier islands to the mainland. These marshes, or coastal
wetlands, fringe our back bays and coves and are intersected by meandering
rivers, creeks, channels and thoroughfares Although one of New Jersey's most
important natural resources which play a significant role in the maintenance of
water quality, fisheries, wildlife and recreation, the salt marsh is considered by
many to be wasteland. New Jersey contains over 245,000 acres of salt marsh
with 100,000 acres contained within the three coastal counties of Southern New
Jersey, Atlantic, Cape May and Ocean counties (Carlson and Fowler, 1980, p.
1).
The purpose of this project was not to solve the issue of the future of the
wetlands, but to develop a series of lessons that will instill a sensitivity and
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aesthetic awareness of the importance and beauty of this invaluable, sensitive,
and diminishing ecosystem.
Statement of the Problem
There is a recognized need for the development of a course to teach
coastal wetlands ecology through the visual arts to supplement and enrich the
current environmental educational program offered by the Wetlands institute in
Stone Harbor, New Jersey (Bage, 1995).
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of the study was to develop a course for the teaching of
environmental education in the context of a summer program at the Wetlands
Institute in Stone Harbor, New Jersey. It was a program developed for students
in the 4th to 6th grade range which utilized the visual arts as an enabling
mechanism to:
a) Enrich and intensify the degree of scientific education achieved.
b) Establish heightened perceptual awareness of and aesthetic sensitivity to
the Wetlands ecosystem by the students who participated in the program
Significance of the Study
The need for a visual arts driven course for the Wetlands institute was
obvious to the author. The Wetlands Institute is a unique site and philosophic
specific institution designed to foster the public's awareness of the existence
and need to preserve New Jersey's coastal wetlands. Located in direct
proximity to Stone Harbor's back bays, the Wetlands Institute becomes a
destination point for summertime visitors to the Jersey Shore.
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Programs offered at the Wetland Institute in the summertime should, in
pertinent part, be offered to focus on a juvenile target group. This is a
particularly excellent opportunity to reach out, and not only touch, but
significantly impact upon these young minds. This opportunity to stimulate and
educate can be incited by the visual arts. This course was different due to its
focus on the emotional and intuitive aspects of the adolescent mind. The author
hoped to create an awareness upon which students can build in the future
In addition to the opportunity to impact upon the visitors to the Jersey
Shore, the study can be implemented for local students during the winter
months.
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Assumotions of the Study
The assumptions which the study will be based are set forth below.
1. The author has adequate knowledge and experience to write
lesson outlines and enrichment activities for studying
environmental education through the visual arts.
2. There exists a need for this type of project at the Wetlands Institute.
3. The selected activities will be appropriate for students in grades 4-6.
4. That current literature related to Coastal Wetlands Ecology is
accurate. valid, and verifiable,
5. The materials chosen by the author for inclusion in the program
of study will be meaningful and relevant.
Limitations of the Study
The limitations associated with the study are set forth belowr
1 The activities chosen will be limited by funding and availability of
resources.
2. Time limitations will restrict the topic to coastal wetlands.
3. The lessons are limited to students in grades 4-6.
4 The teachers that use the enrichment activities will need to
possess basic art knowledge and sktil to implement the
lessons.
5. The lessons are limited to a time frame of six sessions.
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Definition of Important Terms
aesthetic education - Refers to a tendency within art education to enlarge
the scope of content by adding appreciative, critical,
and historical activities to activities involving the
making of art it is also used to encompass more
than just the visual arts and to include music,
literature, theatre and dance (Efland, 1990, p. 246).
art education - Art education is primarily concerned with visual
experiences it is a systematic program of instruction
that focuses on student's natural abilities to perceive,
create and appreciate the visual arts (Colbert. 1995,
p. vi).
coastal wetlands - Land along a coast line, extending inland from an
estuary that is covered with salt water all or part of
the year. Examples are marshes, bays, lagoons,
tidal flats, and mangrove swamps (Miller, 1995,
p. A27).
ecosystems - Community of different species interacting with one another
and with the chemical and physical factors making
up its nonliving environment (Miller, 1995, p. A29).
environmental education - An approach to teaching and learning that
works to help each student develop an awareness of,
and a sensitivity to, the environment and its
problems (Miller, 1995, p. 11)
interdisciplinary - Combining or involving two or more academic
disciplines (Webster, p. 475).
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natural resources Area of the earth's solid surface; nutrients and
minerals in the soil and deeper layers of the earth's
crust; water; wild and domesticated plants and
animals; air; and other resources produced by the
earth's natural processes (Miller, 1995, p. A33).
salt marsh - A marshy land area that is wet with salt water or flooded by
the sea (Aquatic, 1987, p. 232).
visual arts - The arts, such as painting. sculpture, etc., that are
appreciated for their aesthetic excellence through
the sense of sight (Webster, 1983, p. 1002).
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CHAPTER 2
Review of Related Literature
Introduction
The author's review of related literature focused first upon formulating a
general theme for integrating a visual arts curriculum with the goals of
environmental education. Thereafter, the focus shifted from the general to
specific examples of environmental education programs utilizing an
interdisciplinary approach with visual arts components. Finally, the author will
seek to correlate the general and specific themes, goals, and instructional
guides with the specific objective of this paper: the formulation of an institution
and environmental theme specific educational program for students within an
appropriate target age group
The interrelationship Between the Visual Arts and Environmental Education
"If humankind adopts the ethics of belonging to the earth, then it will
indeed belong. It will fit in, it will be fit; it will survive. If on the other
hand it does not adapt this sense of belonging, then not-belonging
to will come true'; humanity wil inevitably pollute, breed. or explode
itself out of existence. It will have proven maladapted, tailed the test
for survival"
David Oates (WQisonsin, 1985, p. 11)
"Environmental education must strive to help every student:
(1) to develop an awareness of, and a sensitivity to, the environment and its
problems; (2) to acquire knowledge and understanding of how the natural
systems that comprise our environment work; (3) to foster an environmental
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ethic upon which patterns of conduct toward the environment may be founded,
developed, and integrated, and (4) to develop the interpersonal skill necessary
to effectively discharge the responsibilities of citizenship in improving and
protecting the environment at the municipal, county, state, national and global
levels. With the development of the awareness, knowledge, ethics, and political
skills as aforesaid, a sense of responsiblilty and commitment to the future will
hopefully be engendered in every student in order that our environment can be
defended and preserved in the future" (Wisconsin, 1985, pp. 11-12).
In formulating a statewide goal, the New Jersey Environmental Education
Commission (New Jersey, 1993, p. 1) seeks to develop in all the citizens of our
State, children and adults, the knowledge, attitudes, values, skills and
behaviors needed to maintain, protect and improve the environment. The
Commission's Plan is accompanied by concrete recommendations for
implementation that include both the formal education that takes place in
schools and colleges and the informal, life long need for continuing education
and enlightenment that occurs in places such as nature centers, parks, cultural
organizations, civic groups, governmental agencies and businesses The
implementation and future development of this Plan will be accomplished
through an open process involving citizens from all areas of the State and all
segments of our modern society: government, business and industry, and
academia (New Jersey, 1993, p. 1)
On a local level, the ultimate goal of the author's enrichment course is to
provide the impetus for developing the necessary awareness, sensitivity and
ethic needed for children to continue to develop as environmentally attuned
students and adults. Our future depends upon this type of program and the
success such programs have in developing concerned citizens working to
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maintain and improve the quality of the environment for the preservation of ail
life on this earth (Aquatic Project Wild, 1987. p. v).
As perceived by the Wisconsin Department of Public instruction
(Wisconsin, 1985, p. 84) art education is primarily concerned with the aesthetic
experience - the perception and understanding of beauty, The aesthetic
experience involves a heightening of an awareness of all aspects of the
senses The aesthetic experience appeals to almost all children and adults on
a very primary and easily perceived level. Environmental education should
also consider all aspects of the systems that make an impact upon the
environment - natural, man-made, technological, social, economic, political,
cultural, aesthetic - and acknowledge their interdependence (Wisconsin, 1985,
p 84). It is on this most human and emotional level that the visual arts can
become an effective tool for implementing an environmental awareness.
'I would suggest that the teacher should not concentrate on teaching
the child to paim or print, but to see: to help the development of the
child's visual language both in understanding and expression, and to
relate that language to the everyday worldr and thus promote hopefully
a greater awareness, understanding and concern for the environment."
Eileen Adams (Wisconsin, 1985, p. 85)
The importance of the visual arts as a component of an effective
environmental education program is apparent to the author. The visual arts
concern for aesthetics and the development of perceptual awareness are
closely related (McFee, 1977, p. 144). The Guide to Curiculum Planning in Art
Education (Wisconsin, 1994, p. 10) reports that perceptual awareness focuses
on helping students develop certain process skills that enable them to perceive
and discriminate among stimuli, to process, refine and extend those
perceptions; and to concurrently acquire an aesthetic sensitivity to both natural
and man-made environments. The manner in which perceptual awareness is
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developed through the visual arts is evident in all mediums. In all art processes,
the core elements and principles of design are developed. Core design
elements include texture, color, line, shape and space. Core design principles
are balance, contrast, rhythm, movement and repetition. In order to grasp and
understand these elements and principals of design, students must be involved
in the kinds of visual activities required for the development of perceptual
awareness (Wisconsin, 1994, p. 10) Further research in The Guide to
Curriculum Planning in Environmental Education formulated by the Wisconsin
Department of Education (Wisconsin, 1985, p. 86) indicates that the potential
contribution of art education to the development of observation skills is
significant for a number of reasons. Students use their senses of sight and
touch in observing colors and textures In teaching the elements of line, shape,
and space, an understanding of spatial relationships should develop. In
teaching the principal of contrast, activities on observing similarities and
differences develop into an understanding of classification schemes
(Wisconsin, 1985, p. 85).
Research findings in a study by the National Art Education Association
(Caucutt, 1975, p. 86) indicates that students instinctively relate to nature, but
they must be taught to observe, and to see the existence of a naturaE order in ail
the components of our environment Environmental education through the
visual arts can provide the observation skills necessary to illuminate the natural
order of our environment. A creative teacher through the utilization of the visual
arts can open a student's eyes and provide the student with an aesthetic
awareness finely tuned enough for the student to see and feel the environment.
Through these illuminated senses, intellectual, empirical and scientific
understanding will flow (Caucutt. 1975, p. 86).
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Art teachers must be concerned with the function and purpose of art in
aesthetic expression and communication, and how the arts help children
understand themselves and the world around them The premise of the
National Art Education Association (Caucutt, 1975, p. 86) is that today there is a
new awareness of our relationships to one another and to our environment.
There is a concern for experiencing our surroundings through our senses. The
child's relationship to the environment is dynamic and creates patterns of
activities that are the basis for insights and judgments, but the child must be
educated to focus a perceptive and critical attitude upon his or her surroundings
(Caucutt, 1975, p. 86).
It is the focus of the article "Environmental and Aesthetic Education for
the Primary Grades" (Sarkas. 1975, p. 85) that ecology and art go hand in
hand. Art teachers are in a unique position to assist students in examine the
many dimensions of our environment. Through creative art instruction focused
on stimulating an environmental awareness, children can begin to establish the
perceptions necessary to turn thought into constructive action resulting in the
preservation of the environment in the future (Sarkas, 1975, p. 85).
Further research by the National Art Education Association (Caucutt,
1975, p. 87) suggests that time should be provided for children to observe and
become familiar with both the environment and art. An opportunity should be
provided for children to experiment with materials, man-made and living things,
to explore ideas, and to discover the components of the systems that comprise
our environment. Some of the objectives of an environmentaily sensitive art
program may consist of continuous learning experiences that include two and
three dimensional art activities related to examining the environment and its
component systems (Caucutt, 1975, p. 87)
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As indicated by Yasso in his article "Discovering Science in Art,
Literature, and Music" (Yasso, 1991, p 10), it is assumed that the study of
science can be enriched when the senses and emotions are brought to the
object or phenomenon being studied Sometimes one or more artistic
explorations of the same subject can excite the student's interest and
involvement in the study to the point where a rare intuitive leap of creative
thought is achieved. Across the broad spectrum of students, such artistic
explorations foster the learning process (Yasso, 1991, p. 10). Sometimes
artistic representation can provide the intrinsic motivation for the study (Yasso,
1991, p. 10) (Hungerford and Valk, 1990, p. 11). It is Yasso's opinion that
various forms of art allow the teacher to have students of all ages explore
science in a greatly enriched environment Along the same vein, the article "Art
and Environment. An Integrated Study on the Web of Life" (Larson, 1992, p 2)
espouses the principle that science and art have the ability to become great
working partners through environmental studies. The article indicates that art
education combined with the sciences can be a leading force in raising the
consciousness of students and teachers to the needs of the planet. Although
science education has led the way with such programs as Proiect Wild (Aquatic,
1987, p. vii), the arts can become a partner with science in a new and more
holistic way in teaching (Larson, 1992, p 2) As shown in research previously
stated by the author (Caucutt, 1975, p. 86) (Sarkas, 1975, p. 85) (Wisconsin,
1985, p. 10), by including environmental aspects to the visual art curriculum,
students's will be taught that one of the similarities shared with the natural world
and the arts is the need for beauty. The Earth's beauty is a powerful and
mysteriously soothing force (Larson,1992, p. 2). As the mathematician Alfred
North Whitehead once stated,
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'After you understand all about the sun, and the stars and the rotation
of the earth, you may still misa the radiance or the sunset "
Alfred North Whitehead (Larson, 1992. p. 2)
A holistic world view as emphasized in Larson's research highlights that
the parts are only understandable if viewed in dynamic relationship with a
functioning whole. Through holistic thinking and teaching, people can view
themselves, as only one of many individual but necessary and integrated
elements within the Earth's complex and mysterious system (Larson, 1992,
p. 2). Through an environmental curriculum and the use of aesthetic creativity
in a partnership with scientific thought, perhaps much needed solutions can be
found to problems that face the environment (Larson, 1992, p. 2). The sciences
traditionally carried the burden of teaching about the environmental and
ecological problems that need solutions. Science has searched for technical
and theoretical answers, and the arts have focused on the aesthetic elements of
the Earth. Larson feels that what seems to have gone unrecognized is that to
come to answers through science, there first has to be creative brainstorming
and, more often than not, even some drawing (Larson, 1992, p. 3). The
following is a curriculum designed by Larson that incorporates art and science
with exploration of environmental themes. It is a design for an integrated art
and science curriculum
The curriculum can be divided into three areas of study. goals, problems,
and approaches The goals should include.
1. Enriched outlook on the partnership between art and science.
2. Possible solutions to environmental problems through utilization
of creativity and science
3. Confidence in self-expression from a solid base of scientific and
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creative abilities.
4 Enlightening others through the visual product
The problems can be grouped as: Land, Water, Air and Population.
The approaches include:




In designing this curriculum model, Larson is expressing her belief that
holistic thinking is the single most important component to environmental
education. She believes that a raised consciousness about the environment
allows growth to come about through aesthetics and creative problem-soiving.
She anticipates that this approach will allow students to come to the realization
that there is a unity to all life, symbolized by the web, and that they are a real
part of the unity. She paraphrases the following quote by Chief Seattle in her
research, "If we touch one part of the web, it affects all other parts of the web as
well." Understanding the web of life requires holistic thinking and teaching
methods (Larson, 1992, p. 4).
In Leon Winslow's 'The Integrated School Art Program" (Efland, 1990,
p 209), the integration of art with other studies is recommended. Winslow
strongly advocated creative expression, but also maintained that art should be
taught for broad cultural purposes, that in this capacity it can function as an
important integrating agent in the curriculum. He also believes that aesthetic
growth both enlarges childrens' social outlook and enriches their lives (Efland,
1990, p. 209) It is his contention that there should be a balance between
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directed and creative activities Directed activities according to Winslow, are
those that involve control, dictation, tracing, copying, criticism, drill, reading,
demonstrating, and suggestions from the teacher. Creative activities involve
freedom, originality, experiment, imagination, inspiration, emotion, expression,
and appreciation (Efland, 1990, p. 209).
Research done by McFee and Degge in their book Art. Culture. and
Environment states that everyone influences the quality of the shared
environment (McFee, 1977, p 10) They write that the ways people interact
with each other and with nature create the patterns within which they live. As
populations increase and resources decrease, the need for humane places to
live and work becomes more critical They also write that because the natural
environment and the built environment - buildings, spaces. and transportation
networks - affect each other, careful consideration of their interrelationship is
essential. They recommend that restoration and recycling of older buildings
and streets and new development alike must be planned to harmonize with the
life styles of people and the natural environment. The quality of the
environment depends on people's ability to use their design sensitivity, their
social responsibility, and their ecological concerns together to solve
environmental problems. When this is done, art is not an appendage, but an
integral part of decision-making (McFee, 1977, p. 10).
To summarize this section, the following list of typical environmental
learner outcomes found in The Guide to Curriculum Planning in Environmental
Education (Wisconsin, 1985, pp 86-87) suggests ways in which the visual arts
can have a major role to play in the development of a positive environmental
ethic in the development of citizen action skills. The role of the visual arts in an
appropriate environmental educational program is significant, and may lead,
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hopefully, in the future to a resolution of the environmental dangers that
threaten our future generations
Students will:
-recognize the relative quality of their immediate environment and other
environments beyond it;
-recognize that human sensitivity to, and appreciation of, environmental
quality can be enhanced through the practice of various art forms,
-compare and contrast the humanizing and dehumanizing effects of
environments constructed by people;
develop a sense that they affect, are affected by, and have a
responsibility for the environment;
-explain how art contributes directly to aesthetic awareness of, and
sensitivity to, natural and built environments;
-make environmental decisions based on aesthetic concepts developed
in art,
-recognize that art reflects the artist's experiences, culture, and
environments;
-realize their responsibility to positively affect the environment by
influencing others to utilize appropriate design;
-evaluate a debate contrasting socio-economic interests with aesthetic
considerations, and
-demonstrate skill in using creative expressions as a means of bringing
about constructive action to resolve social and environmental issues
(Wisconsin, 1985, p 86, 87).
It is the author's intention to assimilate this breadth of literature and use
the preceding concepts to develop an integrated curriculum plan incorporating
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the attributes of the visual arts to foster a heightened response to environmental
subjects in the target age group.
Review of Environmental Education Programs
This author felt it necessary to review other environmental education
programs used to teach coastal wetlands ecology with visual arts components
as sources of background for this project.
The extensive educator's guide WOW! The Wonders of Wetlands is
designed to meet the need for comprehensive classroom and outdoor wetland
activities for grades K-12. The guide is produced by Environmental Concern,
Inc. (St. Michaels, MD) and The Watercourse (Bozeman, MT); both recognized
leaders in the fields of water education and wetland awareness (Slattery, 1995,
p. iii). The guide includes background material for teachers preparing wetland
study units. It is divided into six chapters, each starting with a short list of
themes and recommended activities to address those themes It contains
material on organizing field trips, making inexpensive sampling equipment, and
getting involved in wetland enhancement and stewardship. It is suggested by
the authors of the text (Slattery, 1995, p. xiii) that a comprehensive unit should
include at least one general wetland introductory activity plus one activity each
from the plants and animals, water, soil, and culture/issue sections. In addrtion,
all units on wetlands should culminate in an action project of some kind
(Slattery, 1995, pp. 288-316). Teachers are strongly encouraged to
incorporate these lessons into disciplines other than science. It is important to
tie environmental studies to social studies, art, language arts, mathematics, and
other skills (Slattery, 1995, p. xiv)
There is a resource list at the back of the guide that leads to more
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sources of wetland information and activities. All activities are labeled with
grade level ranges to be used as guidelines The author finds this work to be
an excellent reference for developing a program in coastal wetlands ecology.
There are many visuals that can be utilized and when compared to the
following programs researched by the author it is the most thorough
examination of the wetlands.
The curriculum guide Discover Wetlands was developed to provide
educators in Washington State with teaching materials on wetlands. It is a
collection of information and activities, compiled from a variety of sources, that
focuses on wetlands in Washington State: what and where they are, why they
are valuable, and how human actions have affected them. While the target age
level is grades 4-8, some of the activities have application to a variety of
audiences. The guide includes background information for teachers; 15
activities for exploration, problem-solving and creativity] reproducible graphics
and activity sheets; and appendixes that offer educational resources (Lynn,
1995, p.1).
The author found through researching this curriculum guide that teaching
about wetlands fits well into curriculum goals for science, social studies,
environmental education, English/language arts, and art (Lynn, 1995, p. 4)
The curriculum guide specifically points out that given their numerous
ecological values, the history of their losses and the fact that they are a current,
often controversial envronmental issue, wetlands provide an ideal topic for a
variety of disciplines separate or, ideally, integrated into a comprehensive,
interdisciplinary unit such as this (Lynn, 1995, p 1). The author found less
examples of creative problem-solving activities with visual arts components in
this guide as compared to the programs Aquatic Proiect Wild and WOW The
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Wonder of Wetlands also reviewed by the author.
Aouatic Project Wild, as defined in the preface of the text (Aquatic, 1987,
p vii), is an aquatic education activity guide designed to explore the worlds of
water and the aquatic habitats they support Reiated to the earlier Project Wild,
this curriculum is an interdisciplinary, supplementary environmental and
conservation education program emphasizing coastal and marine concerns
(Aquatic. 1987, p.vi). Upon review, the author found the activities easy to
comprehend and utilize When compared to the program WOW! The Wonder of
Wetlands. the activities displayed a higher affective learning approach (lozzi,
1989, p. 3). Aquatic Proiect Wild had specific sections with information and
lessons about wetlands among many other sections dealing with other aspects
of aquatic life, whereas WOW! The Wonder of Wetlands was dedicated to
wetlands in its entirety. Both guides were excellent resources for the author's
project
The New Jersey Audubon Society's Bridges to the Naturat World K-6
environmental education guide featured outdoor activities utilizing many of the
state's distinctive habitat types and provides extensive background in an easy
to use package. In Section One, fifteen habitats of New Jersey are covered,
including coastal dunes and forest, the salt marsh, and the beach. Section Two
includes simulation, dramatization, exploration, and discovery activities. The
author found the habitat descriptions extremely informative, comprehensive and
well illustrated. The activities appeared designed to stimulate children's
imaginations while teaching scientific concepts. The lesson plan components,
"Putting It All Together and 'Take Another Step" (Kane, 1992, p. 100) espouse
teaching to achieve responsible environmental behavior, an approach
researched by the author in the article "Changing Learner Behavior Through
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Environmental Education" (Hungerford and Volk. 1990, p. 8-17) Upon
reviewing the behavior model in this article, the author found this education
guide successful in attempting to put knowledge to work through extended
activities designed to assure the development of new attitudes and new
behavior for the students, making the learning experience a part of life (Kane,
1992, p 100).
A booklet published by the National Wildlife Federation entitled Ranger
Rick's Nature Scooe: Wading into Wetlands was reviewed by the author. It was
found to be similar to WOW! The Wonder of Wetlands in that it deait exclusively
with wetlands The author found Sections One, Two, and Four the most helpful
in developing an enrichment course on coastal wetlands ecology. The
"copycat" pages were also informative and appropriate for the target age level
(National, 1989, p 1).
Wettand Wonders, a booklet published by the North Carolina Division of
Parks and Recreation for Goose Creek State Park was reviewed. The author
found the activities to be site specific and lacking in creativity. Worksheets or
study guides were not included.
In this section the author has examined literature related to the teaching
of wetlands ecology. A large percentage of this material was useful when the
author prepared the enrichment course on teaching coastal wetlands ecology
through the visual arts.
The Wetlands Institute
The author's thesis topic an "Enrichment Course in Environmental
Education for Studying Coastal Wetlands Ecology Through The Visual Arts"
was designed to be implemented into the environmental education program of
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The Wetlands Institute of Stone Harbor, New Jersey For this reason an
overview of the philosophy and environmental education programs of The
Wetlands Institute are included in the author's literature review
UWhen we go dawn to the low-tide line, we enter a world that is as old as
the earth itself the primeval meeting place of the elements of earth and
water. a place of compromise and conflict and change."
Rachel Carson (Carson, 1955, p, 25)
"The Wetlands Institute, founded in 1969 by conservationist Herbert H.
Mills, is a private non profit organization dedicated to public education and
scientiic research concerning intertidal salt marshes and other coastal
ecosystems The Institute is supported by private gifts, donations, and
membership dues. It is located in New Jersey's Southern Shore region among
resort communities famous for beaches, bird watching and fishing" (Wetlands,
1995, p. I).
The environmental programs of The Wetlands Institute aspire to the
following three goals:
1 To encourage understanding and appreciation of the unique nature and
value of coastal wetlands,
2. To increase understanding, through research, of the natural processes of
coastal ecosystems and the effects of man's activities on these processes;
3 To provide opportunities for the public to experience and enjoy the natural
aspects of the coastal environment (Wetlands, 1995, p. 1).
As previously described, these goals coordinate with the aims of the New
Jersey Environmental Education Commission's "Environmental Education in
New Jersey' A Plan of Action" for private, non-profit environmental
organizations, whose missions support environmental awareness, education or
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protection (New Jersey, 1993, p. 18) These organizations include
conservation organizations, environmental education alliances, issue-based
organizations, research groups, environmental lobbying groups, interpretive
and environmental centers (such as The Wetlands Institute), nature, and
organizations that focus on outdoor and recreational pursuits (New Jersey,
1993, p. 18)
The Plan of Action has a number of recommendations directed towards
these organizations The Plan suggests that each organization designate a
staff person to act as liaison to either the New Jersey Environmental Education
Commission of the Inter-Agency Work Group, as well as communicate regularly
through the Environmental Education Network (New Jersey. 1993, p. 19). The
Plan also recommended that the Board of Directors and/or staff endorse and
adopt the guiding principles into their mission statement and incorporate the
knowledge, attitudes, values, skills and behaviors into all appropriate initiatives.
These educational organizations should continue to provide members and
citizens with a better understanding of the environment through such tools as
journals, conferences, workshops, newsletters, events, programs, projects,
interpretive walks and displays. Finally, organizations should network with local
groups on environmental initiatives (New Jersey, 1995, p 19).
The Wetlands Institute incorporates these guiding principles into it's
many programs and activities. The manner in which these principles are
incorporated are through the development of the following educational
programs and events:
1. Programs and Field Trips for schools, scouts, groups, families
and individuals
2. Summer Nature Classes for Children - preschool through sixth grade.
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3. Preschool Classes throughout the year.
4. Family Adventures such as guided marsh walks and birding
expeditions.
5. Lecture Series on coastal issues, wetlands and marine science, and
nature.
6. Featured Creature Days for families in summer.
7. Special Events and Dinners on holidays and weekends.
8. Wings 'n Water Festival with national decoy and carving shows,
and wildlife art
9. Student internships in environmental education and research
10. Bus Trips to museums, exhibits and natural areas.
11. Films and videotape programs
12 Workshops for adults such as carving, painting, quilting, and crafts
(Wetlands, 1995, p. 3-4).
The Institute's buildings include classrooms, an exhibit and lecture hall,
observation tower, research laboratory, library, and a salt marsh and aquaria
exhibit. The Institute has also built a salt marsh trail, a marsh boardwalk, and a
100' pier over a tidal creek. The surrounding salt marsh is part of a 6,000 acre
publicly-owned tract of coastal wetlands The marsh and nearby upland and
barrier island habitats serve as outdoor classrooms (Wetlands, 1995, p. 2).
The Wetlands Institute has the philosophy and facilities to implement the
type of enrichment course the author seeks to develop. In the next chapter the
methods used in preparation of the enrichment course will be discussed
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CHAPTER 3
Design of the Project
Introduction
In this chapter the author will explain the methodology employed in
creating this enrichment course, sources used to develop the course, the
format for the final presentation, and information on the background
experience of the author.
The project is entitled an "Enrichment Course in Environmental
Education for Studying Coastal Wetlands Ecology Through the Visual
Arts" and is designed to integrate a visual arts curriculum with the goals
of environmental education for a target age group of grades 4-6 The
course format consists of a series of hands on, interdisciplinary activities
focusing on the coastal wetlands and what makes them important. The
activities should prove useful to teachers seeking to integrate the visual
arts into an environmental education curriculum and are designed to be
used individually or as an entire unit
Methodology
In an effort to design a program to integrate environmental education
into a visual arts curriculum, the author chose the topic of coastal
wetlands initially because of their local abundance and relevancy to the
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student population. in the author's search for a nearby wetiand to use as
a study site for field study activities, the author contacted the Director of
Education for the Wetlands Institute of Stone Harbor, New Jersey. The
Director of Education, Karen M. Rage. expressed an interest in the
development of a course to teach coastal wetlands ecology through the
visual arts to supplement and enrich the current environmental
educational program offered by the Institute. She also indicated a need
for a summer or winter course specifically designed for grades 4-6 (Bage,
1995). Although the author has developed the course to be taught at the
Wetlands Institute to grades 4-6, it is not limited to this facility and age
level. The activities can be adapted to a similar wetland site and used in
part by a resourceful teacher to suit the needs of students of any age or
level
Besides the educational goals of the Wetlands Institute dictating
lesson topic selection, underlying the author's curriculum decisions was
belief in the value of the visual arts as an educational learning facilitator
for environmental education The value of scientific research and
implementation notwithstanding. The author believes the aesthetic
elements of visual arts lesson techniques are particularly valuable in
teaching the target-age student. As an example, the chemistry or
engineering student may develop the ideological motivation necessary to
invent an environmentally friendly machine through an aesthetic
awakening provided by the visual arts. The reality of the modern world is
such as to magnify the old adage, a picture is worth a thousand words. In
politics and business the practical importance of images is astounding
Multi-media techniques can provide the motivational impact and
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foundation for teachers and students to build upon
The author surveyed the natural features of the Wetlands Institute's
nature trail to determine the areas most suitable for nature lessons.
Accessibility, safety, and the diversity of habitats were considered.
The author reviewed several environmental education programs
utilizing an interdisciplinary approach to teach wetland ecology to
develop the lesson format utilized in her course WOW! The Wonder of
Wetlands, an educator's guide produced through a partnership between
Environmentai Concern, Inc and The Watercourse (Slattery, 1995), was
used for background information and several activities developed in the
author's course utilized components of the lessons in this guide. The
curriculum guide, Discover Wetlands, published by the Washington State
Department of Ecology (Lynn, 1995), was examined by the author and
the lesson plan format was found to be best suited for the author's
project. This format was adapted and used in Chapter Four. The author
used the Plant and Animal Cards (Appendix A) from this curriculum guide
for field guides in her project.
Both WOW' The Wonders of Wetlands and Discover Wetlands
currrculum guides were purchased directly from the publisher by the
author using the information in the bibliography of this project (Stattery,
1995) (Lynn, 1995).
Format for Final Presentation
The author's project is organized into six sections It is designed to be
taught either in six consecutive daily sessions or six consecutive
Saturday sessions. The activities in each section are formatted in the
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following manner
Title: the name chosen for the activity
Grade Level: suggests appropriate learning levels
Setting: suggested site. such as indoor classroom or outdoor site
Subject Areas: disciplines to which the activity applies
Vocabulary: terms defined in glossary
Objectives: qualities or skills students should possess after the activity
Methods: summary of the activity
Background: relevant information about activity concepts
Wlaterials: supplies needed to conduct the activity
Procedures: step by step directions for the instructor
Extensions: ideas for exploring the activity in greater depth
Evaluation: assessment activities or questions
This format was adapted from a similar design in the curriculum guide
Discover Wetlands (Lynn, 1995). it was chosen so the activities can be
used individually or as part of an entire unit.
Teaching aids, including work sheets and visuals which supplement
the activities, are provided in the Appendix.
Sources of information
Varied sources were investigated and utilized for this project. in
addition to the two aforementioned curriculum guides WOWN The
Wonders of Wetlands and Discover Wetlands, the author reviewed
Aquatic Pro ect Wild (Aquatic, 1987), Bridges to the Natural World (Kane,
1992), Raner Rick's Nature Scope (National, 1989), and Project Wild
(Project, 1986) for background data in activity development for teaching
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students coastal wetland ecology.
For background data for the visual arts components of the author's
project the author consulted with art educators and referred to several
books on art techniques and art education
The author used the Rowan Coliege Library. the Cape May County
Public Libraries of Upper Township and Cape May Court House, the
Education Information and Hesource Center (EIRC) in Gloucester
County, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), the West Deptford
Public Library, the Wetlands institute of Stone Harbor, and the Brigantine
Wiidlite Refuge for both current and professional literature related to her
topic.
Background of the Author
The author is a graduate of Florida International University with a
Bachelor of Science degree in Art Education. She has received her
teaching certificates from the State of New Jersey in Art Education and
Elementary Education. She is presently a matriculated student at Rowan
College of New Jersey in the Environmental Education and Conservation
Master of Arts program. She has fourteen years of experience as an art
instructor in the following capacity
Grades 7-12 in Melbourne, Victoria in Australia - 3 years
Grades 4-8 in Ocean City, New Jersey - 4 years
Grades K-2 in Marmora, New Jersey - 7 years
She is currently employed by the Upper Township Board of Education
in the Upper Township Primary School as an art instructor and teaches
kindergarten through second grade students. She is the coordinator of
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an "Art Goes To School" program, a member of Upper Township's PT.A.
Environmental Awareness Committee, and the environmental
coordinator for the Upper Township Primary School. In this capacity she
has implemented a school-wide annual "Earth Day Celebration" and
"Earth's Birthday Party'
In addition, the author is a member of the Sierra Club, the New Jersey
Teachers Association, Phi Delta Kappa Rowan Chapter, and the
Country Shore Women's Club. She has worked as a professional
photographer and traveled extensively throughout Australia, Southeast
Asia, India, and Europe.
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CHAPTER 4
Enrichment Course in Environmental Education
for Studying Coastal Wetlands Ecology
Through the Visual Arts
Introduction
This chapter contains the author's project entitled an "Enrichment
Course in Environmental Education for Studying Coastal Wetlands
Ecology Through the Visual Arts". It is a program developed for students
in the 4th to 6th grade range which utilizes the visual arts as an enabling
mechanism to.
a) Enrich and intensity the degree of scientific education achieved; and
b) Establish heightened perceptual awareness of and aesthetic
sensitivty to the wetlands ecosystem.
Each activity in this course includes the following information;
Title: the name chosen for the activity
Grade Level: suggests appropriate learning levels
Time Range: length of activity
Setting: suggested site, such as indoor classroom or outdoor site
Subject Areas: disciplines to which the activity applies
Vocabulary: terms defined in the activity
Objectives: qualities or skills students should possess after the activity
Methods: summary of the activity
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Background: relevant information about activity concepts
Materials: supplies needed to conduct the activity
Procedures: step by step directions for the instructor
Extensions: ideas for exploring the activity in greater depth
Evaluation: assessment activities or questions
The course is designed to be taught either in six consecutive daily
sessions or six consecutive Saturday sessions and is constructed into six
sections The activities should prove useful to teachers seeking to
integrate the visual arts into an environmental education curnculum on
coastal wetland ecology and are designed to be used individually or as
an entire unit.
The titles of the activities are as follows:
Activity 1: Wetland Plant Adaptation
Activity 2 Handmade Paper with Inlaid Wetland Plants
Activity 3. Wetland Watercolors
Activity 4. The Story of the Wetland Food Web
Activity 5. Wetland Fish Sculpture
Activity 6: Birds of the Wetlands
Teaching aids, including work sheets and visuals which supplement
the activities, are provided in the Appendix.
It is the author's suggestion that the indoor classroom or studio should
have space reserved for the display of student art as well as art
reproductions or original art by local artists using the wetlands as subject
matter. It is the author's opinion that displaying artwork is part of the
process of learning about art
For every activity the author suggests the following general principles
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of art instruction:
1. Anticipate the skills needed for an activity. Always try out the steps
and procedures the students will use before you introduce a new art
technique or material.
2. Remember that in art, unlike many subjects, there often are several
equally effective ways to soive a problem, interpret a theme, or answer a
question.
3. Encourage development of skills by giving immediate praise to
students when they are displaying the appropriate behavior.
4. Remember to emphasize the process of learning about art, not just the
final result
5 Encourage self-evaluation. Ask students to identify facets of their work
which are visualiy effective Have students consider how they might
improve their work through additional practice or effort.
6. Encourage students to consider the function or purpose of their wodk.
7. Become familiar with the elements and principles of design used in
the creation of a work of art The elements include color, value, line,
shape, form, texture and space. The pnnciples are balance, contrast,
proportion, pattern, rhythm, emphasis, unity and variety. They are
guidelines that aid artists in composing designs (Chapman, 1994).
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Activity 1: Wetland Plant Adaptation
Grade Level; Grades 4-6
Time Range: 60 minutes
Setting: Indoor introduction, Outdoor wetland site
Subject Areas: Life Science, Environmental Education, Biology, Art
Vocabulary: Adaptation, hydric soils, evolve, hydrophyte
Objectives
1. Students will be able to identify and describe three features of wetland
plants that help them adapt to a wetland environment
2 Students will collect a variety of wetland plants and press them in a
handmade plant press.
Method
Out in the field, students will study plants by using hand lenses and
the Wetland Plant Activity Paper (Appendix A). They will collect samples
of plants and press them in preparation for Activity 2 of this guide.
Background
Wetland plants are unusual. These "hydrophytes" (water-loving
plants) are uniquely adapted for living in their habitat whether that be
freshwater marsh, swamp, stream or estuary. They have evolved ways to
obtain oxygen in water-logged soils, to reproduce underwater, to rid
themselves of excess salt, or to adapt to changing water levels, thus
enabling them to survive in habitats where other plants cannot (Lynn,
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1995, p. Unit 1-13).
Looking at the form and life cycle of a plant tells us a lot about how it
is adapted for survival. Natural selection, or "survival of the fittest." is the
theory that those organisms best suited for survival live to reproduce and
pass on those genes. Adaptations that enable an organism to survive in
its habitat are fascinating to study (Lynn, 1995, p. Unit 1 13\.
One of the largest challenges to a wetland plant's survival is its
ability to get air. Leaves, stems or any other green, photosynthetic
organs need to take in carbon dioxide, and release oxygen gas. When
light is unavailable or it is too cold to photosynthesize they must also take
in oxygen, since they cannot produce it without light. Roots always need
a source of oxygen. Plants that live in well-aerated, upland soils get air
directly from the atmosphere and through the soil Wetland plants must
have adaptations to aid in gas exchange, such as air roots, buttress
roots, spongy stems, and other air-filled tissues (Lynn, 1995. p. Unit 1-
14).
Materials
Part 1 - for each team of 2-3 students
Wetland Plant Activity Paper (Appendix A)
clipboard and pencil
chalkboard or easel
magnifying glass or hand lens
field guides (Plant Cards. Appendix A)









Part 1 - 40 minutes
Wetland plant identification
Outdoor wetland site
1. Divide the class into teams of 2 3 students. Set a time limit. Pass out
Wetland Plant Activity Paper and tools listed under materials (Part 1).
Have each team focus on plants in a specific area to work on this activity.
2. Instruct teams to find as many examples of plant adaptations as they
can and to carefully collect samples of each. When collecting samples
instruct them to take care not to trample the wetland and to collect small
sections of a plant and not the whole plant by the roots. Use field guides
to identify and label plants.
3 Afterwards, bring the class together to share their observations.
Discuss different plant adaptations (Lynn, 1995, p Unit 1-14).
Sample discussion topics:
Ask students to name the wetland habitats in which they have
found plants; list them on the board. (In water, along water's edge,
etc.)
Ask students to consider how their house or garden plants would
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survive in these environments. Why? (soil is too wet, too saline, or water
levels fluctuate.)
Ask them to try to figure out what makes wetland plants able to survive
where others cannot (Lynn, 1995, p. Unit 1 14).
Part 2 - 15-20 minutes
Wetland plant press
1. Place the plants in a pan filled with water to clean them
2. Lift the plants and break them into aesthetically pleasing sections
to be used in a work of art.
3 Gently sandwich them between two sheets of wax paper.
4. Place the plants and wax paper between several sheets of
newspaper.
5. Place the newspapers, wax paper, and plants on a flat surface and
stack heavy books on top (Aquatic, 1989).
Extensions
Press the collected wetland plants and utilize them In the paper-
making art lesson in Activity 2 of this guide.
As part of the design, students can use thin permanent markers to
label plants on artwork completed in Activity 2.
Cover a bulletin board with a larger than-life model of a plant, labeling
the parts and describing how it is adapted for life in a wetland.




Students will identify three environmental factors to which wetland
plants are adapted. Describe how plants are adapted for each factor,
and give at least one example. Part 1 o this activity has been mditied from a
similar plant identification activity in the curriculum guide Discver Wedans (Lynn, 1995),
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Activity 2: Handmade Paper with Inlaid Wetland Plants
Grade Level: Grades 4-6
Time Range: 60 90 minutes
Setting: Indoor classroom
Subject Areas: Environmental Education, Art
Vocabulary: Conservation, recycle
Objectives
1 Students will describe two ways in which natural resources can be
conserved by recycling paper.
2. Students will demonstrate the process through which paper is
recycled by using basic papermaking techniques
3. Students will recognize the visual characteristics of the design
elements (line, color, value, shape, textukre, and space) in forms that are
natural and of human origin
Method
Students will use handmade papermaking techniques and wetland
plants to create a work of art.
Background
Paper is fun and simple to make. It can be done with little equipment
or expense. Paper is all around us. It abounds at newsstands,
supermarkets and in the mailbox, but the paper made by students will be
special
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Once the basic techniques are taught there are many different ways
the paper can be used. It can be drawn on, printed on and written on.
Books and stationary can be made. There are. also, many variations
within the paper making process. It can be colored and objects can be
embedded in it (Grummer, 1980).
Handmade paper making goes back to 105 A.D when a Chinese
eunuch, T'sai Lun, found a way to make paper from old rags. The
Chinese closely guarded their new secret and it wasn't until 500 years
later that paper making reached Korea and Japan. It then spread
westward to Europe In the United States, a German colonist set up the
first American paper mill near Philadelphia in 1690 Until 150 years ago
there was no paper other than that made by hand (Grummer, 1980)
The main ingredient of all paper is cellulose fiber. Since ail living
plants are made up of this fiber all plants can produce paper. In practice,
however, some plants are too weak and others take too much time and
energy to clean and break apart for paper making. Cotton is 95%
cellulose and it is the most common fiber for hand paper making. Others
that are used include abaca (banana plant), sisal, linen, milkweed, iris
and okra. Many common weeds and garden plants can also be used
(Grummer, 1992).
The process of paper making teaches students about the conservation
of natural resources. By purchasing recycled paper or making recycled




scraps of oid paper torn into small pieces; soft, thick paper is best
water
a plain wooden picture frame, 8 x 10 inches or larger
a piece of window screen material, 12 x 14 inches or larger
a staple gun or some waterproof glue
pressed wetland plants from Activity 1
a large plastic dishpan
some clean rags, at least 15 x 15 inches square
old newspapers
a rolling pin
metal shears or scissors to cut the screen
chlorine bleach, optional
Procedure
1. Put the torn scraps of paper and water in the blender to soak
2. Meanwhile, stretch the screen over the picture frame and staple it into
place
3 Blend the paper and water until it's smooth pulp if you're using any
colored paper scraps and you want your paper to be white, add 114
cup of chlorine bleach to the blender
4 Pour batches of pulp into the tub, adding a little water if the puip is
too thick, until you have around 5 inches of mushy water in the
dishpan.
5 Place the pressed plants in a handy spot near the pan of pulp.
6. Dip the frame under the pulp, then, holding it level, shift it back
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and forth until a layer of pulp settles evenly over the surface.
This layer should be around 1/2 inch thick.
7. Without tilting the frame, lift frame and pulp layer out of the dishpan.
Hold the frame over the pan to let water drain out. If the pulp clumps
together or if there are holes, put the frame back under the pulp
layer and try again
8. As soon as you have drained most of the water from the pulp on the
frame, press flattened plants onto the layer of pulp in a pleasing
arrangement. They need not be completely covered, but must be at
least partially covered or they won't stay on the paper when it dries.
You can gently push some pulp over the leaves to help bury them.
9. Place a clean rag over the top of the drained pulp layer. Press
down gently, squeezing out more water.
10. Lay a few pieces of old newspaper down on a table. Carefully
turn the frame, wet paper, and rag upside down onto the newspaper,
and lift off the frame. Cover the wet paper with another rag. You
now have a sandwich of two rags with a layer of wet paper in the
middle.
11. Roll the sandwich with the rolling pin to press out even more
water
12 Carefully peel off the top rag. Turn the wet paper and bottom rag
over onto either a smooth counter top or a piece of glass (you can use
a window for this), paper side down, and then carefully peel off the
remaining rag.
13. Let the paper dry overnight or longer.
14. if you want very smooth paper, spray the dry paper with spray
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laundry starch, put a clean smooth rag over the damp paper, and
iron it with a slightly warm iron until the paper is dry. The starch will
make the paper better for writing on, too.
15 You can use your inlaid paper to make cards, to wrap presents, for
a cover for a handmade book, to write notes on, or as a work of art
(Diehn, 1992)
Extensions
The inlaid paper can be used to make cards and stationary, to wrap
presents or as a cover for a handmade book
Following is a list of kinds of paper that can be used for recycling.




matchbook covers crepe paper
advertisements envelopes
construction paper playing cards
magazines tissues
letters labels
candy bar wrappers wasp nests (Grummer, 1980, p.
59)
Evaluation
Teacher observation to evaluate:
1. Use of elements and pnnciples of design; and
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2, Level of technical skill observed in paper making process
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Two 60 minute sessions
Outdoor wetland site, Indoor classroom
Biology, Art, Earth Science, Music
Wetland, environment, hydric soil, hydrophytic plants,
marsh, swamp
Objectives
1 Students will be able to describe at least four general characteristics
of a wetland environment.
2. Students will list at least three ways wetlands benefit the environment.
3. Students will use their senses, imagination, and memory to express
ideas and feelings in the visual arts.
4 Students will acquire artistic skills to express and communicate
responses to experiences in the natural world and will demonstrate that
ability in this activity.
Method
After a guided sensory visit to a wetland site, students will create a
watercolor painting depicting their interpretation of the experience
Background
Wrth the help of legends, fictional stories, and the film industry.
wetlands have been touted throughout history as mosquito breeding,
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malodorous wastelands fit only for monsters and other unsavory
creatures For kids, that translates into "stinky" and "scary". Today, as we
gain more knowledge of the beauty and benefits of wetlands, we are
drawing the line between make-believe and reality, and the monster
images are fading (Slattery, 1995, p. 73).
What is a wetland, anyway? Wetlands are basically wet lands. They
are often transition zones between dry lands and deep water, but some
are more isolated. The most common types of wetlands are swamps,
bogs, and marshes. Students may know other types by a variety of
names: mire, fen, moor, muskeg, prairie pothole, bottomland, riparian
wetland, wet meadow, slough, playa lake, and Delmarva bay. What
these have in common is what defines them as wetlands: water, special
soil, and specialized plants called hydrophytes (water loving) The
interactions of these three characteristics are what make one kind of
wetland distinct from another (Slattery, 1995, p. 71).
Some interesting facts about wetlands:
1. Water is present at or near the ground's surface ail or part of the time,
even for as few as seven consecutive days.
2. Depth, duration, and frequency of flooding vary from wetland to
wetland.
3. Wetlands may be tidal or non tidal (unaffected by oceanic tides) and
may contain fresh, salt, or brackish water.
4. Wetlands may be any size or shape, from a low spot in a field that
covers a few hundred square feet to an expansive marsh that covers
several hundred square miles.
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5. Wetlands are found on every continent except Antarctica and in every
climate from the tropics to the tundra. They may be in coastal or
inland areas, along ponds or rivers, in agricultural fields, or even
in cities
6 Wetlands may be pristine natural areas or may have been "built"
by people. Many have been disturbed, to one degree or another,
by human activity
7. Wetlands provide many benefits. Some provide a place to live for
endangered plants and animals The special soils and plants that are
found in wetlands can remove pollutants from the water and soak up
floodwaters before they reach our houses and businesses. Wetlands
provide timber products or can be used for recreational activities such
as hunting, fishing, or boating (Slattery, 1995, p. 71-72).
Materials
Part 1
clipboard, paper and pencil
chalkboard or easel
Part 2
watercolor paper, either 9x12" or 12x18"







white practice paper. 9x12"
a natural sponge
Plant Visuals (Appendix B)
Plant Cards (Appendix A)
Procedure
Part 1 40 minutes
Guided sensory visit to a wetland site
Ask students to describe what they think wetlands are, and what
makes them unique. Make a list of wetland characteristics on the board
to revise later as students learn more.
Take the class for a walk in the wetland site. Ask them to write down
five things they see that they like and five that they dislike. A few minutes
will be spent sharing responses. There are no right or wrong answers
(Slattery, 1995). Have students find a quiet spot to sit stiil and observe
their surroundings Weather permitting, encourage them to spend at
least 10-15 minutes just observing and listening in the wetland
environment. Encourage them to use all their senses.
Upon returning to the classroom begin a discussion in which students
will describe their sensory observations. Sample questions to ask:
a) What did you observe?
b) What sounds did you hear? (birds, water, wind)
c) How did you feel? (calm, peaceful)
d) What was the weather like? (warm, cool, sunny, rainy)
Heter back to the list of wetland characteristics on the board and
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revise if necessary.
Part 2 - 40 minutes
Introduction to watercolor painting
Explain to students that artists learn to use their paints and brushes in
many ways to depict nature. Sometimes they let their colors of paint run
together to make fuzzy, watery effects.
Briefly discuss why artists might want to let their paints run together:
i.e. the runny, watery effect can be beautiful; or the technique can be
used to express a mood or feeling.
Focus on the colors, sights and sounds the students experienced on
their wetland visit. Explain that students will use their paints to try to
capture this experience after a teacher demonstration to show two basic
watercolor techniques
Nature music can be played while students are painting (Solitude,
n.d.).
1. Teacher demonstration to show watercolor techniques.
2 Distribute the materials Begin with 9x12" practice paper
3. Ask students to print their names on the back of all papers. Pace the
activity so that students can create two practice and one final painting.
4 Explain that you will dampen their paper with a wet sponge Next,
students will use their large, flat brush to paint a watercolor wash over
the entire paper. This is called a wet-on-wet watercolor wash
technique Wet-on-wet, as the title implies, means wet paint on a
wet surface. After the paper is dampened, the brush with paint is
taken across the paper in one stroke. The brush is loaded with paint
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again and worked back in the opposite direction, picking up excess
water from the previous Jine. This is continued until the whole area
is covered (Whittlesea, 1987). Do not go back to retouch.
4. Put this practice paper aside to dry and proceed with a new practice
paper.
5. The next technique is wet-on-dry. This is color applied to dry paper or
paint. Load the large brush and draw it across the top of the dry
paper, in just the same way as the wet-on-wet technique. Notice the
difference Next use the small brush loaded with paint and practice
making grasses and plants (Plant Cards and Plant Visuals can be
used as visuals for this exercise). It practice paper #1 is dry, this
technique can be practiced over the wet-on-wet background
watercolor wash Put all practice papers aside (Whittlesea, 1987)
6. Using visuals of wetland scenes ( preferably photographs of the
site) and watercolor paper, have students use the colors of the water
to create an overall wet-on-wet background watercolor wash of the
wetland,
7. When dry, have students use the wet-on-dry technique with the small
brush to paint in the grasses and plants of the wetlands.
Extensions
Invite local watercolor artists to discuss how they work with nature.
Examine artist's sketches, preliminary studies and variations on a
theme. Emphasize the idea that a work of art may be the result of many
stages of exploration and development.
Emphasize the variety of sources artists use for their work personal
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experience, observation of nature, imagination, etc.
Study the watercolors of nature created by famous artists
Andrew Wyeth and Winslow Homer.
Evaluation
Encourage student self evaluation. Ask students to identify facets of
their work which are visually effective. Have them consider how they
might improve their work through additional effort or practice
Use a critique session to focus on each student's achievements
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Activity 4: The Story of the Wetland Food Web
Grade Level; Grades 4-6
Time Range: Three 40 minute sessions
Setting: indoor classroom, Outdoor wetland site
Subject Areas: Ecology, Biology, Art, Social Studies
Vocabulary: Food web, decomposer, consumer, producer, pictograph,
omnivore, detritivore, ecosystem
Objectives
1. Students will investigate the interdependance of living things and their
environment by learning about the wetland food web.
2. Students will be able to group organisms according to the functions
they serve in a food chain.
3. Students will apply elements and media common to the arts to
produce a work of art.
4 Students will demonstrate how art can be used to tell a story or to
record an event by creating a work of art that tells a story.
5. Students will be able to describe how and why poisons in the
environment accumulate in organisms higher in the food chain
Method
After learning the complex relationships of a tidal marsh food web,
students will create a fabric wall hanging which tells the story of the
wetland food web in the manner of a pictograph or folk tale
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Background
An ecosystem is a community of different species interacting with one
another and with their nonliving environment of matter and energy. Salt
marshes occur in temperate regions and are one of the most productive
ecosystems on earth, producing up to two times as much plant food as
the most fertile agricultural lands. Salt marshes can be compared with
coral reefs in terms of productivity (Aquatic, 1987)(Miller, 1995)
The sequence of who eats or decomposes whom in an ecosystem is
called a food chain. It determines how energy moves from one organism
to another through the ecosystem. EcoJogists assign every organism in
an ecosystem to a feeding level, or trophic level, depending on whether it
is a producer or a consumer and on what it eats or decomposes.
Producers belong to the first trophic level, pnmary consumers to the
second trophic level, secondary consumers to the third trophic level, and
so on Detritivores process detritus from all trophic levels
Some animals feed at several trophic levels. Thus, the organisms in
most ecosystems form a complex network of feeding relationships called
a food web (Miiler, 1995).
Wetland species literally feed off each other. Plants produce energy
from sunlight, water, and nutrients When plants die they form the detritus
that tiny bacteria, fungi, and zooplankton feed on Worms, snails, small
fish, and crustaceans consume these simple organisms, and are prey to
larger fish, herons, snakes, turtles, and raccoons The cycle continues
when birds, mammals, large fish, and other wetland consumers die and
the products of their bacterial decomposition enrich the soils that feed the
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plants
The constant and inexorable process of birth and death is essential to
the continued health of an environment. Humans who "prey" on fish,
shellfish, or cranberries are no different than otters eating trout, worms
devouring nutrients, or falcons plucking songbirds from shrubbery. In a
balanced environment predators and prey evolve a system of checks and
balances that maintains species diversity and sustainable population
levels. if fish populations aren't culled by birds, mammals, and larger
fish, their numbers can grow until their own food resources are
threatened If minks don't prey on muskrats, the rodent population can
explode, decimating the marsh vegetation in a few short years (Slattery,
1995).
Living organisms are grouped to reflect their level in the food web
The following are general definitions for these groups:
Producers are green plants able to carry on photosynthesis using the
sun's energy to produce sugar and oxygen The main producer for this
ecosystem is salt marsh grass which is always producing new grass as
old grass dies.
Primary Consumers use producers for food; therefore they eat only
plants. Fiddler crabs, snails, small shrimps, and some fishes like
minnows feed on decomposed marsh grasses. Oysters and clams filter
detritus and tiny living plants from the water.
Secondary Consumers use primary consumers for food. They do not
eat green plants. Crabs, birds, and a variety of fishes including flounder,
red drum, and striped bass eat detritus eaters. It is estimated that 70% of
the fish that are caught commercially spend at least part of their lifetimes
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in the marsh system.
Tertiary Consumers feed only on other carnivores.
Omnivores eat both plants and animals.
Detritivores ( decomposers and detritus feeders) live off detritus,
which is dead and decaying plant or animal matter Bacteria promote the
decay of the salt marsh grass which in turn produces detritus (Aquatic,
1987)(Lynn, 1995)(Miller, 1995).
Materials
Plant and Animal Cards (Appendix A)
Salt Marsh Food Web handout (Appendix A)




white pencil or permanent marker to draw on felt
8x10" pieces of felt in a variety of colors
12x18" piece of green or blue felt per student
scissors
fabric or white glue






Part 1 - 40 minutes
Indoor introduction and outdoor wetland site
1. Introduce the basic structure of the wetland food web by listing
on the chalkboard a variety of plants and animals (birds,
mammals, reptiles, amphibians, fish, insects, and other invertebrates)
that live in or use wetlands (Plant and Animal Cards, Appendix A).
Arrange them by columns by their position in the food web (Producer,
Primary Consumer, Secondary Consumer, Tertiary Consumer,
Omnivore, or Detritivore).
2 Take students for a walk in the wetland to identify some of the plants
and animals discussed.
Alternative Lesson for Part 1 - Simulation Game - 40 minutes
1. Give each student a copy of The Salt Marsh Food Web handout.
2 Explain the interrelationships to the class and the complexity of the
producer and consumer relationship.
3. Explain that energy is lost throughout the chain because upper-level
organisms must eat more of lower-level organisms to get enough
food energy.
4. Explain that this has important implications for pollution in the
environment and for people.
5 Begin the following activity:
The lollowing activity has been adapted from The Living Tital Marsh,
Teacher's Guide - Grades S-6 (Living, n d )
a. Divide the class into different food level animals - more students at
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1 osprey or human
b. Give each of the lower food chain students a slip of paper.
c. Each paper represents one unit of poison that has been released
into their wetland environment
d Ask the 4 small fish to each "eat" 2 of the micro-organisms and to
take a paper from each of the 2.
e. The micro-organisms have ingested the poison into their bodies
during feeding. When the small fish eat them, the poisons are passed up
the food chain.
f. The 2 large fish "eat" each of the small fish. Each small fish passes
its poison card to the big fish.
g. Then the osprey or person eat the 2 large fish and the poison is
passed to the highest level consumer.
h. The upper level consumer ends up with all the poison slips
i. The osprey or person becomes poisoned because the pollutant has
been passed up the food chain and magnified from one organism to
another.
Part 2 40 minutes
Developing Imagery
1. In the classroom explain that students will create a pictograph
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(a picture that represents an idea) as a means of recording the
story of the wetland food web.
2 Ask students to pretend that they have no written language and the
picture they create will record the story for future generations. For
example, taken from the book Brown Ban Ideas from Many Cultures:
"Painting on animal hides was one of the most outstanding art forms
of the Plains Indians The works were painted to narrate adventures
or to record historical events These tribal events were portrayed
through pictographs, in which a picture represents an idea. Since
Native American tribes had no written language, the artwork of these
pictographs has recorded the history of the Plains Indians for future
generations "(Tejada, 1993, p. 124-125).
3. To depict the flow of energy through the food chain from the sun to
primary producers through tertiary consumers and decomposers,
students will choose a plant or animal from each level to sketch
4. Students should strive for detail and accuracy in portraying each
organism. Use the Plant and Animal Cards for visuals. Explain that
these sketches need to be big enough to arrange onto a 12x18"
background.
5. Students will cut out these sketches and put aside. They will be used
as patterns in Part 3.
6 On another piece of drawing paper students will sketch a variety
of ideas for their pictograph They should plan their designs carefully,
keeping in mind that the composition should tell a story and include
the most important characters.
7 Have students look for unity in their design. Explain that unity is a plan
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that makes every part look like it belongs in the artwork. Unity is like
everyone working together as a team.
8. Select the most effective sketch to make into a fabric collage
Part 3 40-50 minutes
Fabric Collage
1, Stitch the 12" top edge of the 12x18" piece of felt with the needle and
thread big enough for the wooden dowel to fit through. This is the top
of the wall hanging.
2. Trace paper patterns (made and put aside in Part 2) onto appropriate
colors of felt and cut out Add details (eyes, textures, etc.) with felt
scraps and yarn.
3 When all plants and animals are created with felt they can be
arranged onto the wall hanging.
4. Encourage students to experiment with a variety of compositions to
to tell the wetland food web story. Refer to original sketch for unity of
design,
5. Details can be added with felt, yarn, and stitchery
6. When satisfied with the design all components are glued in place.
7. To complete the wall hanging a wooden dowel is slipped through
the top and a string is tied on each end for hanging.
Extensions
Invite a speaker from a local planning department or a wetlands
consultant to talk about wetland productivity.
Trace energy from the sun through the food web by writing a folk tale
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using a wetland animal as a main character.
Take a walk in the wetland and make a wetland picture story,
Make a painting or a fabric applique of the pictograph.
Evaluation
Have students summarize what they have learned orally.
Display student artwork and use a critique session to focus on each
student's achievements
Encourage student self-evaluation. Ask students to identify facets of
their work which are visually effective. Have them consider how they
might improve their work through additional effort or practice
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Activity 5: Wetland Fish Sculpture
Grade Level: Grades 4-6
Time Range: Four 40-minute sessions
Setting: Outdoor wetland site, Indoor or outdoor classroom
Subject Areas: Art, Ecology, Social Studies
Vocabulary: Habitat, pottery, understory, overstory, wrack
Objectives
1 Students will recognize the diversity of plants and animals that
depend on a wetland habitat by performing a wetland field study.
2. Students will be able to recognize and describe at least two species of
fish that spend part of their life cycle in a wetland habitat.
3 Students will demonstrate ability to model, to construct by joining
forms, and to carve by taking away material.
4. Students will create a sculpture with an environmental theme using
clay handbuilding techniques
Method
Students will first do a field study of wetland habitats and the animals
that live rn them. They will then create a sculpture of a species of fish that
reproduces or spends part of it's life cycle in a wetland habitat.
Background
A habitat is the place where an animal finds food, water, shelter, and
space, in the arrangement that suits its needs Different animals often
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require different habitats, though many share the same habitat. The
habitat for a fish is water; for a bear, the woods, for a porpoise, the ocean;
and for an earthworm, the soil. Even within the same class of species
habitat requirements can vary Some fish live in salt water, others in
brackish or freshwater; some prefer moving water, others stay where it is
still (Lynn, 1995).
All living things in a habitat are interrelated and interdependent. How
one animal adapts to change in its habitat affects other organisms in the
community. The same principle applies to humans in their environments.
All wetlands, whether coastal or inland, provide special habitats that
serve areas far beyond their boundaries. Wetlands are important to
plants, animals, humans, and the total environment.
Because of the abundance of food, vegetative cover, and water found
there, most wetlands are rich with diverse wildlife species.
Coastal and inland marshes provide breeding, resting and wintering
habitats for thousands of migratory birds - including ducks, geese, swans,
cranes, and shore birds Many species of fish that are important for
commercial and personal use by humans reproduce or spend part, or all,
of their life cycle in fertile wetlands adjacent to larger, more open bodies
of water. These fish species include flounder, red snapper, sole, herring,
bass, salmon, walleye, perch, and pickerel A wide variety of reptiles,
amphibians, insects, and crustaceans also breed and live in wetlands
Frogs and toads, turtles, salamanders, snakes, dragonflies, water
striders, clams, and crayfish flourish in wetland habitats. Many mammals
- from muskrats and beaver to whitetail deer and moose - also depend on
wetland areas. Wetlands are often referred to as "nurseries" because
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they provide critical breeding and rearing habitats for countless numbers
and kinds of wildlife (Aquatic, 1987).
Materials
Part 1 - for each team of 2 students





flat pans with water to hold specimens
Part 2
clay - earth clay or self-hardening (a kiln is needed for earth clay)




Aquatic and Plant Visuals (Appendix B)
roiling pin
unprimed canvas or newspaper to roll clay out on
two 1/2" wooden slats 14" long
small sponges and water containers
plastic bags to store clay in for each student
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Procedure
Part 8 - 40 minutes
Field study of wetland habitats
1. Preliminary discussion on types of wetland habitats and animals to
look for.
2 Preliminary discussion on wetland field study guidelines.
3. Make or gather equipment for this activity and demonstrate its use.
4. Students will work in teams to do a wetland field study.
5. Instruct each team to observe different animals that live in the wetland
and complete a habitat card for at least 4 animals
6 Have each team make a simple sketch of the area, and mark on the
drawing the location of the habitats where animals were found.
7. Encourage students to use dip nets, hand lenses and flat pans for
their observations.
8. The habitat cards will be shared with the class at a later time. Sample
questions to answer when describing animals.
- What color is the animalP
- What is its size and shape?
- Where, specifically, was it found, and what was it doing?
- How does it breathe?
- How does it move?
- Where are its mouth, eyes, legs, nose, ears?
9. Habitats to describe:
-swims in the water
-flies in the air
crawls on the pond bottom
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-buried in the mud
lives in a tree
-skims the water's surface
-lives in the reeds
-under a rock
in the eelgrass beds
-underwater plants
-on the estuary floor
-under the seaweed
Alternative Lesson for Part 1 - Drama Activity - 40 - 60 minutes
The following activity has been adapted from Di1scopr Wetlands A Cunriculum Guide.
published by the Washington State Department of Ecology (Lynn, 1995).
1. Create game cards tor each of the students in the following format:
Habitat: in the mud Habitat: underwater plants
Animal: clam Animal: snails
Behavior: filter feeding Behavior: feeding
Habitat: in the eelgrass beds Habitat: in the air
Animat: pipefish Animal: dragonfly
Behavior: hiding from predators Behavior: feeding
Habitat: water's edge Habitat; in a tree
Animal: raccoon Animal: owl
Behavior: feeding on crayfish Behavior; sleeping
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Habitat: on the estuary floor Habitat: under the water
Animal: stickleback Animal: salmon
Behavior: building a nest Behavior:resting from rnmigration
2. As a class, brainstorm the needs that animals have - air, water, food, a
place to sleep, a place to be safe from enemies, a way to protect
themselves from bad weather, a protected place to nest and raise their
young, etc.
3. Hand out one game card to each student and explain that there are
several habitats in a wetland which provide these needs Those habitats
include: the surface of the water
under the water
under the soil or mud
the understory - low-level plants
the overstory - higher shrubs and trees
rocks and piers
under piles of dead plants washed up by the tides (wrack)
4. Students will take turns acting out the animal behavior described on
each card. The rest of the class rs only told the habitat and must guess
which animal it is and what the animal is doing in the wetland habitat.
5 When everyone has had a turn the students will summarize all the
ways animals depend on wetlands to meet their needs.
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Part 2 - one 40 minute sketching session and two 40 minute sculpting
sessions
Wetland Fish Scu
1. After viewing visuals of a wide variety of fish that depend on the
wetland for part or all of its life span, students will create and cut out a
paper pattern of a fish. This should be no smaller than 6"high by 8"wide.
2. Teacher Demonstration: refer to Slab Hand Building Techniques in
Appendix B for directions.
a. how to form a cday slab and cut out a shape using a
pattern
b. how to join clay pieces
3. First Clay Sculpting Session
Students will form a wetland floor and model plants out of clay. They
will join the plants to the wetland floor to support the swimming fish. This
is achieved by sconng, applying slip and carefully melding the pieces for
a secure bond. Remind students to design their plants and wetland floor
to support their swimming fish.
4 Cover with air tight plastic bag and sit aside
5. Second Sculpting Session.
After teacher demonstration, students will create a slab clay fish and
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use a variety of clay tools for textures, details, and finishing work.
6. When fish is complete, sit aside until it is slightly dry - firm, yet pliable.
7. Students will carefully join the oday fish onto the the wetland
environment and apply finishing details.
Extensions
See alternative clay lesson in Appendix B.
Create a crayon and watercolor resist scene of an animal in a wetland
habitat.
The completed habitat cards from Part 1 can be copied, colored,
stapled together, and used as a field guide.
Have students write and act out a play depicting a variety of animats in
the wetland.
Research animal behavior strategies and how they help the species
survive
Evaluation
Have students identify some animals that live in and use wetlands.
Have students describe the habitats of these animals.
Critique student artwork.
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Activity 6: Birds of the Wetlands
Grade Level: Grades 4-6
Time Range: Two 60 minute sessions
Setting: Outdoor wetland site. Indoor or outdoor classroom
Subject Areas: Art, Ecology, Social Studies
Vocabulary: Migration, stencil
Objectives
1. Students will be able to discuss the migratory habits of birds and
recognize that individuals vary within every species.
2. Students will be able to explain how meeting human requirements
affects the environment by engaging in a role-playing activity.
3. Students will apply elements and media common to the arts to
produce a work of art
4. Students will demonstrate performance and participation skills by
working and creating individually and with others.
5. Students will develop a stencil print utilizing an environmental theme.
Method
Following a student role-playing activity reinforcing the concept of
habitat, students will use the theme "Birds of the Wetlands" as motivation
for a design to be printed with stencils onto a T-shirt.
Background
Salt marshes are found along the eastern and western coasts of New
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Jersey Salt marshes fringe the coast all the way to Cape May
Wherever they are, these salt marshes contain primarily the same
species of animals and plants and their ecology is ruled by their twice-
daily flooding by salt water at high tides (Kane, 1992).
The most obvious living creatures of the salt marsh are the birds. If
you visited a wetland in fall or spring, you'd see many kinds of mrgratory
birds and waterfowl Depending on where you were, you'd see
hundreds or even thousands of them: ducks and geese, herons and
egrets, sandpipers and plovers; eagles and ospreys. These and other
birds converge on wetlands en route to their winter or summer homes.
Most species spend the winter south of New Jersey but nest north of it,
many on the arctic tundra, where long days and abundant food make it
possible for the birds to go through their entire breeding cycle in only a
few weeks At the wetland they "refuel" on a rich food supply of insects
and berries before continuing on their journeys. Many birds also nest
and winter in wetlands, but the bird population of most wetlands
increases dramatically during migration (National, 1989)(Kane, 1992)
Although not too many of New Jersey species actually nest in the
marsh - some exceptions include osprey, northern harrier, willet,
Forster's tern, laughing gull, clapper rail, and seaside and sharp-tailed
sparrows - a great many species find food there. Great blue herons, little
blue herons, tricoiored herons, black-crowned and yellow-crowned night-
herons, green-backed herons, American bitterns, snowy egrtets and
great egrets are easy to find in season in any large salt marsh Terns
and black skimmers patrol creeks and shallows. Laughing and herring
gulls can be seen in New Jersey salt marshes at all seasons. Gulls can
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be told from terns by their manner of feeding and flight Gulls have
relatively short wings, slow wingbeats, and feed on the ground or by
picking food from the water surface. Terns have long, pointed wings,
rapid wingbeats, and usually feed by diving and hitting the water with a
splash (Kane, 1992).
Although all shorebirds eat animal food, some species pick it from the
surface of the marsh, while others probe into the mud. In this way,
different species can feed together in the same area without competing
for the same food items. Each bird's beak is specially adapted to heEp it
eat or gather its food (Kane, 1992)
Materials
fabric paint
sponge or bristle brushes
newsprint paper




stiff white or stencil paper 6x9", 3 per student
Henri Matisse reproduction "The Parakeet and the Mermaid"70
Procedure
Part 1 - 40 - 60 minutes
The following activity has been adapted from The Livin Tital Marsh or grades 3-6
(Living. n.d.).
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1. Ask students if they have ever taken care of a pet or sibling. What did
they feel their job was? To protect that animal or person from harm 7
2. Explain that many creatures need protection and that the creatures in
the salt marsh can be harmed when people take away their land to build
structures Tell them there are people in business and government
working to protect these creatures.
3. Begin the role playing activity by putting all students in the same
situation by reading the following :
Pretendyou live in a state that has a very long coast facing the ocean.
It was once a very productive coast full of fish and shellfish and rich in
wildlife. But as more people moved into the state, over half of the coast
was destroyed. The dumping of garbage or water pollution ruined large
areas and the building of houses, factories, and roads destroyed portions
of the coast
This coast is also famous because of the migrating shorebirds that use
it as a place to rest and feed
There is a meeting being held to make a decision on whether or not to
protect one part of the coast as a Shorebird Santurary. The Santuary
would include a beach and tidal marsh that are very important to the
surwvval of the shorebirds. The santuary must be free from human
disturbance to support the birds.
You will help decide whether to protect this coast as a Shorebird
Sanctuary.
4. Divide the class into six groups and give each group one of the
following positions to represent at the meeting (make up cards):
a. Fisherman who want to fish there
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b. Business people who want to put a factory there to
create jobs.
c Poor people who want the State to build houses for
them.
d. Members of a town that that wants to dump their garbage
there.
e. Environmentalists, nature-lovers, and scientists who
want to protect the area for the birds, fish and wildlife.
f. Builders who want to develop a shopping mall.
5 After discussing the following questions privately in their groups, the
students will present their case to the meeting
a. What are the different uses for the coast?
b. What are the good and bad points of each use?
c. What are ways different uses can go together?
d How will each idea affect wildlife, including shorebirds,
fish, shellfish, and all the animals that live on the coast?
e. How wil] each idea affect people in the State?
6. Take a vote! Decide by majority vote how you think the State agency
should rule on the use of this part of the coast. Recognize the fact that
these students may someday be a part of this decision-making process
and that these decisions are being made by people every day.
Alternative Lesson for Part 1 - 20-30 minutes
Sensory Wetland Visit
1 Wetland Bird Study (Appendix A), pencil, and clipboard.
2. Take students to a quiet spot in the wetland to observe the birdlife. At
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this time explain about migratory wetland birds.
3 After a quiet observation time have students complete the Wetland
Bird Study.
Part 2 - 60 minutes
Stencil Printing Activity
I Introduce Hold up a stencil Explain that the paper with a hole in it is
called a stencil. Demonstrate how to put a stencil flat on top of another
paper to make a print of the stencils shape. The print is made by gentry
dabbing paint through the hole. The shape of the hole gives a positive
shape when printed. The stencil can be used over and over again
2 Explore and develop Using a reproduction of Henri Matisse's "The
Parakeet and the Mermaid' or a similar example of his simple shape
prints, explain that the shapes for the stencils are related, like a famiy of
shapes. The artst printed the stencils in colors that go together, Point
out that this artist spent most of his life exploring colors, shapes, and
patterns. He loved to see how bright colors look next to each other
(Chapman, 1994).
3. Have students gather in small groups of three or four and think of
ideas for stencil pictures using the theme of "Birds of the Wetlands".
To set up supplies, place several spoonfuls of paint of different colors in
divided trays or small containers for 3 or 4 sutdents to share Place a
sponge brush in each color Stick tape lengthwise along the edge of the
desks. Students can cut or tear off the amount needed to join their
stencils.
4 Studio experience, Distribute the materials for making stencils. Guide
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students to cut the first stencils, leaving a border about two fingers wide
around the shape of the hole. Show them how to tape back the edge.
Have students make additional stencils.
5. Distribute the materials for printing Use the newsprint paper for
practice. Stress that a stencil print should look light and soft. Apply the
paint with a very gentle, straight up and down motion called stippling.
The paint should not run under the stencil. Press the sponge on the
newspaper several times before stippling inside or around the stencil.
6 Discuss problems and solutions in the practice prints. Make sure the
stencil is flat. Hold the stencil so it doesn't move Use less paint. Wipe
away paint that may get on the underside of the stencil.
7. Have everyone make a final stencil print on their T-shirts using light
colors first, dark colors last (Chapman, 1994).
Extensions
Create a T-shirt design that illustrates why wetlands are valuable
wildlife habitats. Make-up a catchy slogan.
Provide a stencil printing set-up for independant work
Use fabric crayons to transfer a design of an animal in it's habitat onto
a T-shirt.
Use a map to locate migratory routes and explain the importance of
wetlands for this phenomenon
Evaluation
Display student artwork
Discuss student artwork. Ask students to comment on the subject
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matter and effects such as repeated shapes and spacing between the
stenciled parts.




Restatement of the Problem
The purpose of this project was to develop an environmental
education course to be offered to students in grades 4-6 at the Wetlands
Institute in Stone Harbor, New Jersey. The course was designed to teach
coastal wetlands ecology through the visual arts to supplement and
enrich the current environmental education program offered by the
Institute. Upon completion, this course is planned to be offered at the
Institute which serves the purpose of the author's thesis.
To meet the needs of the Wetlands Institute, the course was structured
to be taught either in six consecutive daily sessions in the summer
months Or six consecutive Saturday sessions in the winter months Each
section of the course focuses on a different ecological concept and art
method that can be used indivdually or as an entire unit.
The course format consists of a series of hands-on, interdisciplinary
activities focusing on the coastal wetlands and what makes them
important. Objectives and activities were designed to utilize the visual
arts as an enabling mechanism to establish heightened perceptual
awareness of and aesthetic sensitivity to the wetlands ecosystem. It is
Important to note that although the author has developed the course to be
taught at the Wetlands Institute to grades 4-6 it is not limited to this facility
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and age level. The activities can be adapted to a similar wetland site and
used in part by a resourceful teacher to suit the needs of students of any
age or level
Procedures Used For Project Development
For activity development the author did extensive research on recent
environmental education programs utilizing an interdisciplinary approach
to teach wetland ecology
The curriculm guide Discover Wetlands, published by the Washington
State Department of Ecology (Lynn, 1995), was the most helpful guide in
development of lesson plan format, visuals. and background information.
Aquatic Proiect Wild published by the Western Regional Environmental
Education Council (Aquatic, 1987), Bridges to The Natural World
published by the New Jersey Audubon Society (Kane, 1992), and WOW!
The Wonder of Wetlands produced through a partnership between
Environmental Concern, Inc. and The Watercourse (Slattery, 1995), were
examined by the author and found to be valuable resources for
background information and activity development in coastal wetland
ecology
For background data for the the visual arts components of the project,
the author consulted with art educators and referred to several books on
art techniques and art education.
Principal Findings and Conclusions
As a result of the time structure of the course, the author's project does
not include all the ecological concepts that can be dealt with in wetland
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ecology. A resourceful teacher can take the art component of each
activity and relate it to another ecological concept In addition, a variety
of art media can be utilized in the art component of each activity once the
student has created a design
A teacher without a fine arts background may have difficulty and will
need supervision and training when initially teaching the art components
of each activity. Each art project will need to be made by the teacher
before attempting to instruct the students.
The author is satisfied that the activities chosen for the course will
enhance the environmental education program and support the
philosophy of the Wetlands Institute in Stone Harbor, New Jersey.
Recommendations for Future Research
As an addendum to a course in wetland ecology, the author
recommends inclusion of two teacher guides. The first guide should
include instructions in how to make field study equipment with the
students. It is the author's opinion that it is interesting for students to
construct and then use their own tools in the field The second guide
should include guidelines for proper field behavior and ethics to protect
the wetland site. It is important for teachers to know how to instruct
students to treat all components of a wetland with respect and the
inclusion of a teacher guide will enable the instructor to have the
information to relate to students before, during, and after the field study.
The author also recommends the development of an interdisciplinary
course to teach coastal wetlands ecology through another area of fine
arts, including music, theatre, dance, and visual arts other than the ones
78
included in the author's course.
Other suggestions for further development are wetland activities that
incorporate wetland restoration, creation and enhancement
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Draw a detailed picture of a bird you have
observed above
Take a walk around the wetland. How many birds
do you see ?__
Sit in a quiet place and observe the bird life of the
wet and for about 15 minutes.
Do you hear any sounds?_
Are any of these &ird songs or calls?
Try to see the birdts) making each sound.
Use b noculars to scan the water anc edges o0 the
pond Then walk quietly along the edge iof he
wetland.
Look for feathers, tracks. nests, egg shells and
places where birds have probed in the mud.
tryto identify each of the birds you saw with a bird
field guide.
How many birds did you see in all'
How many different kinds cf birds did you
see?
Wetland Bird Study
Draw a detailed picture of a bird you have
observed above
Take awalk around the wetland. how many birds
do you see?_
Sit in a quiet pace and observe the bird life Df the
wetland for about 15 minutes.
Do you hear any soundes?
Are any nf -hese birc sEions or calls?
Try tc see the fird(s) making each sound.
Use binocalars to scan the water and edges of the
pond. Then walk quietly along the edge :f the
wetian-d
Look for feathers, tracks, nests egg shells, and
places where birds have probed in the mud
Try to identify each of the birds you saw with a bird
field guide
How many birds did you see in all?
How many diferent kinds of birds did you
see?_
Did you see more of one kind of bird in one area
than another? [f so, why mrnig that
be?_
Student or Team Name_
Did you see more of one kind cf bird in one area
than another? if so. why might that
be?
Student or Team Name_
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Appendix A
Draw an animal in it's habitat
Anrmal nar-e,. .
Descriticn using ycur senses of smell touch,
sight, and hearingl
What s the namre of this habitat?
Wnsie foJind?
What might it eat___
What evidence ci animals do you observe?
traZcks droppinr.s?
Why wCuld ai animal want to live in this
habitat?
What else might live in this habitats
Car you name or draw the plants in this
habitat?
Ideas'or olacesto rearh:
the aurface of the water
uncer the soil or mud
the understory - low-level plants
the overstory higher shrubs and trees
rocks and piers
under piles of dead plants washed up
by the tides
Student or Team Name_ 90CIO*
Draw an animal in it's habitat
Arnmal name
Description using your senses of smell, touch,
sight, and nearinc
What is -he name of -his habitat?
Where fournd?
What might it eat?
What evidence of animals do you observe?
tracks? droppings?
Why would an arimal wantto live in this
hab tat?
What else micht live in this habitat?
Can you name or drew the plants in this
habitat?
idaeas for piaces to search;
the surface of the water
under the soil or mud
the understory - low level plants
the cverstory - higher shrubs and trees
rocks and piers
under piles of dead plants washed up
by the tides
Student or Team Nanme
Habitat CardHabitat Card
Appendix A
Wetland Plant Activity Paper
Wetlard ilants are unusual. These "hydrophytes" (water lcvirn plants) are uniquely
adapted Tor living in their habitat whetherthat is a marsh, swamp, stream or estuar They
have evolved ways to obtain oxygen in water logged soils. to reproduce underwater. to rid
themselves of excess salt, and to acapt to changing water levels, thus enhbling them to
survive in habita:s where other plants cannot.
Use your eyes and hand Lenses to observe closely and use the "Plant Cards" or a
wetland plant field uiLde Lo help you answer these questions.
1. Find a plant living in a wetland. Nottie its shape and size. Draw it
here.
How does its shape and siZe make it able to live in a wetland?
What habitat is it iving in?
2. Find another plant living in a wetand. Feel its texture. Draw it below.
How do yo thiink its teaxure helps it to survive in a wet:and?
3. Dig up a smali plant that is found in abundance in the wetlard and
lock at its roots. Draw below.
How is this plant adapted for living wth salt water?
4 Take the sten from the plant in and cut the stem cross wise, Draw what you eae.
Use your hand lense.
Can you guess how what you see inside will nelp the plart obtain uoxgen?
5 Carefully collect 2 or 3 small samples of plants that are found in abundance to use in
an art activity
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Habitt: Hgh saltlAbs an. ainacen ucr
eturlptlon: SILVE"RWEED nrnde4{r ihQudsidi' - oftu
lIavc. The top of the Uma,.y- Tothcd compcund rOv$5 is d-'k
Vmn and smoodh. [ sprcds by ,unnes and has g]nsy. yel]ow
fIcwe: LhacrIntmble bun>e4tspt.
Niche Notes: R.sy frchl ad snow buning aly c2 ~IC tcd4 o
~Goe Whiz:" NaHfi' r.chiwes.igirr ate Th.Bioc $&,mfd and
ipeFd in whale m,1






Hasbtat: May btfo L andflatrg er sbetwanrisncr e Grtir
wB Ce.urwl Can be founin frh and r.aztewl=s.
Oesorlptlon: PWIYTOPLANrTON come in wi e ,nery nf
rnnm arn ee C fsnrrinig nl sdy Mos: FHYTOLANICTON
habe a asun di up ForE i ..
Niuhe Nole:5 PKYTOPLANTCN fann L.c bs o[ rmost
aqlac fod wcbi. They ure oean by ZOOPLAhKC3ON and
nX,-ll nvcgbamz.
"Gee Whiz:' Much nf he oxy gen swe birath is prtu. d by
PHYTFOpLAN O N y C.rThyd e or an =dm n v nifIh.ey :e
smAll aid gren!




Habtitatlln qlarin w±cLa, raIler lcow'te ims!atas.
It erriptlon: SEA. LErUC lo t lil very thinb.i gh: tr
]eavr of lcmwe Tshe badis. ' Er'luet and. s in au
seweeds. l.: veins. PiresOf oSEALTTCE rhawawh cpon
ehe ;i-r- r-embie green eliphan or mrnay be blec ied whi-tby
±heeun.
Niche Noait; SEA LEITUaE may bScei: by vniusi plant
ahng nrczre lice.
WIee hi^' sA LETTUCE iil&o tsed tn drienLra rcups an.-
dishe.







Habilat: Fl:ag on qui-t ponds and lat. lrt prefc r el:ered
water, veC 3 enimrEers deep.
Description: DUCKWBEED LF!ks ;5Icr iBn -nfsrd ; ass
on tte i. Thn iwh[ leln it eorJy2 t 3 milliniH=s nPss.
'Ihua gz!rodndingbiisd.it.btis nabhdt nioting.
rlowes. e ri aD. mi t DUCKIWEED is sWrlc.
Nibhe Notes: DTUCKC'EED isctFlkltodtr dnas' Whi:
duck. BfEAvRS and musju arl ii rhey ane ingei the t marl






' D UCICWEED produCe the smelle fl owr of anl












Habitat: Low alt marshs.
Descnptixn: F IC WDsausris lns LaCkng nieltvet.
Ii has i.e elrhyS 3ermsa m may bei w ybh- ad an nhc young.
ghowing 'ii. Tiny.yt!lo nflo~cnr may wccntrt" rqps of the
inr In wmter, mosl 0[ ht [iuhy r3wLh ! gone. eiaving
woody s:ecr.s behind
NHioh Notes: Wau'fwIl at rt e sCems ancd acrs.
"Gee Whiz:" PIC 7WEED strva.vc in Is saly habit by
mconrabaing bsl in the CU onfleshy des. whi iarre ilhcr 5r
or drap ofL T y Cun foe a U s; chLy c5 alo bepikclcd.







Habitat: L4W s a maeS4 ttnain rig o hiEghc: cgjora
pessip:tion: TiLanguL sams r.dlnrnrg.Ino' le ves 1 xtend
ing frvm the bus id d'-ny AMERICN TREESQUAI A
lust ofl.aownih flown porarde from =hcbopnm cfis bet:
which -ppe" n c an xrlemion of the stln.
Niche Ntes; A varn yof gE.mn duik&. ad scnegbtds fdtl o
this n tvnb e Ihn tlhe jrh ki.ny. 1 ,eds a (avr.reL buL iU
rvsmalks air also nea.L
u"ee Whiz: Provides oIeol Ie covr icr my aniaLas,
wi]l nsng habithl for nny waIrfawl.
AssocTatea: SMCOOTd CIRDRASS. SEA5IE ARROW
GRASS. LYNGBY'S SEDCi
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Hsbhiat: Snmdy or muddy ialt= 1tc.
Dersaipfronr Ldg, tin: =rlrcs chlrrcr nIh spF.:I
r-e' !s 4 . aran h icvuav t p l drec mclrm lC1 in lengl
Z.jiaonica ]evrc. Imc dan danrL xc. 15S eed.ci'e. Thc
±sedt n  nuaintd in nsluccnI packets
Niche Ncles: BRPAT$ g ns tl-L.tA SS. asl U cpa nof
lagir dilL Duchs and s:hcr s.ecztfwl bo drnr on i scads aed
lawves
"Gee Whiz:' ZELGRASS i coridc*cd a Lcnubi Liia: iIa
sppoinolm.nf irIcfi hris .I.i soimm'oly Dchr¢ad Io as n uy
Fr may ¢a h and crnsneaar.
Asceciates: Smin.or= naide-r f.d F-rpe), a Is-colrctld
sawd, grows o i ELCRAS5 blJdct.
Common Name: Sieentific Name:
SMOOTH COFKORASS Sparr alren:;lro
Wetlands Indicator: OEL
Habitat: Sandy or mddy =reasl c : reirun ir d iedaily by
pIesuriptlin: This gi- i: commonly 1 o 2 metcn cr5- i
hcihlh: IL g ?bCsl or I Bur esrmidiLe^. 5 fl= e
leavs am gfe.n in irmmr and jpld in fll The lc 2 IErmr
IoTmr a ringle piki
Niche Netes: COQRIiASS Si Ln i.vve. non-raivcplariir.
Wa hilgtLn. Il oumpCes er oha ve i-indal pIaBn wthih
re impartnt in sunpoxirhg .. g a diavcsiy or lo .
"'i'e Whiz:' Provida zr;:ctct ve rcr =timots d uhaiso as e
i for cId.
A neiates:r AMRICAN T ZESQUARE. SEASTDs
ARROWCRASS. LYNCBY'S SEDGE







Habitat: High cr low salimanhes anCd I very slh :lraniL
Descreptlon: TiLs fairly shon arsr . less thasn 30 cimiieis
(1}, forms des. maek. tbe leaves are alranG ed synimeniiengiy in
ene plane end re sharpy anglled enm te sum. The flew~
c!lus aot puzklt and ex-ctd ibev. the s:Lc.
Nihch Notes: The rorl lcs of SALTGRASS teis a dese
aeSl tha s [Lcires ti marnl Ftwi t Thi proVis4 ncsbna cevc
fcr watrfowL rucm as cinrau n rua ud .hoveBll. iTh sred
Iseds and yeung planI re fe ir v.snoS eucks and geese.
b''se Whil:" S aln1 r5ss ensy lbe ext en he srfs i the
Ilav. This mrvcLcus aaprada n givcs tiht gurt a sh
apigaranm and helps ons ml:nb a deflriEtv idenhFeirion.






Hhbitat; Salnaanes. hbuLre*ly crrareim
Des*rlpllion: sphi sia t rrm i S SASEi ARRGWGRA ,
b: s shonc. only 20 Lo 5 Oen i cierl (1. The lcavu ac monr
tctllcrt Asd a: firtn ullrr Than -e flo.el sflbs. thi plan
ppcea meyn sh- Sy bce ic its T vcrc4 wii frtn. wooEy
Niche Notes: Plnan &sais may b e:en by bids orrdenis.
busnzot eme icporcti:pan ef eh rs dieL
- ee Whie:" Can dive inirmners w iandt spray.
AssO'iaeel. DQUIS ;I, TEY , SEASDW A1RAWGRASS.
LYNGBY'S SEDGE. SALTGCRASS
(Discover Watlands, Lynn, 1995)
Ann.r
CTmmrlon Name- Seientifim Name;
SEAStDE ARROWGRASS TriglochfiLm icrtmrm,
Wa:rlfnd Ildicator: 5OLL
Habitatl Sal$rr arh see rmai iirnea- [wiNac taily it will
su-vive in highar a-ri, bu' i unliclv [ . danminac.
iesrirp:ton: Flehy. ;sculrcnr lcet sheath eidcr. inner
ltavec A iotlowe 5asi I wiL gise Sn e.Aplp]flokwtI cxsrc s
abhov he je eavp, Cis-hen ]esve i svr-iU e QClan ,
hiche Notes: Duel and :er n id m tRRQWQRASS
'"ee Wh :- Thi p2n ha4 beein firnd in rilaJ i seeps. eaotf
dhi Caadec.
Asseciatls: In sil mnrsrhe: PCICLTEWEED, FLESHY
TAUhfMSA SALt'RkASS
L brld shu mabr : SEDGES. AMEiICAN TfRSE-
50UARb. PACIFC SLV¥kl SSD
7','7" 'K
-IK
Common Name: Sciertific Name:
GUiMWEE rilli t G t inlrtfStiO
Welands Indicator: FACW
Hpbltzt: PRct hih irrlanhc aund suro'nrind7i ur,.
Descriplinn: UzMWEEEL is iP m 0 T esnc tal highly
trdnchd. m snd iha L nc- cr ovalar Ivc.r Iss  ocs laick
like smenl snnllowe and enn be see in spnin and smmer.
Niehe Noles: GULv Eq is oFide unpomn-taw uldife
"eGaff'Wh zC is, whO-e UMWh-w geD iRs nrncl tbi











Ds-:s:iptikn: This -N/ small, riling hrrib has Ie tiey, green
klian r e P pJm" iEan dvFlehp rito red, waxy bcnriC.
Niche Notes: CRA ERPE5 p ovidce o fp:rb-rs and sIl
n-m"£s
"Gee Whiz= Naie AmnAri colloMed OcAeRs ;a:
t;ep III ir. bocs ral] browii. ?iOLI rto It iiC. przrd
-Tnbcis' and samncirns :rrre for :heri,







Hab lat rowin ugr ± slog srriW mr b!=ur.4 icdridp woods
DAscrlptlon: Lay end wic.spraddin scaiSI b. s lighz
reen lav rt. ninmmbritl7red in h faiL. leve ina s mwle
Lha 3IBic LA MAPLE adhhav7 to 9 lobes. II 4?? pTodune
-dlicopc s." icn en d by the wid Angle beu-n trlt hcuir s.
Ni:he Notes: Saglbi:s and Mnall :mm-rana ulSz ViE
MlPPLE irT foer, Sneihr, ann neeing.
'ree WhiS.'' VINE MAPLE Ws5 raimpor;nopser frbanskct
r.adng mamel foi Na!i- Amntrins.
AsstoclTes: ETSTERN HEMLOCK. W-FSTeN RhD CE-





Habita Tl:h i not a.weiurlrt pcricis5 b i1r.Ay bc oufudin ried
3t.s cef IoCrest werdnd.,
Doseriptlon: Dari. eaLiy y laeus and whii, e IB iK ni
l far iai sise hlSvy cmy on shiub. t piduc abnrdnri.,
piupk. bluoebfty-rrhpd EriL
Ni ch Notes: Dar brows' SALAL. Tne hrh t popul]
song anud ram birtds am -rn nlnn m.als.
"Gee WhiR" Most ares ha[c SALAL bern aer bca7r5
and snicncd.The [,liege is une by ommcMr.rl nIrIs
No'r.hrwer Na veopei a ALL beries mnash& d
Gispcdi whlE e scD c tle I wes ,rs uO lo ! makea











.U n h~- 4 -l [Te , .l.1 r ._ l _-,_r _r - . .l r"A l- t. nnr T
a wacb. 1 des bks ih rdgn y. f .cSl £.IoihctY and dends w be
faund Jor.g *ea coas er.n sM lavd 2DOI teL
Description: This cvrrc=n r nrtahl la 70 mnsr (! i.-
2Q OI hnehL II rfi b .recanlzd by it ihn. gr yssan.bruvn
syburi: r. b m ap . h:.The.bvc. maychoosC grbD Lih
rih. sh let bl i Aer snche dr a pinful :.dnrificitc indi-
vidull necdij hrvu rtc whiY r spr? on the uppsr sirfi and
nar.ower stripes or1 Lh io'.. Msic wnes wTrce:; I'maie ones
nr rcidtsh- or yallowish b[nwi arnd fcl brDnca wiih age.
NicLhe Nites SendBt B food h wild:fc. he =ee pTovidcs wCur
r.dnesEns 5at.ar.fd ibdl n-.5cs1n tbkblud ndspn r Ersousx .
"Gee Whiz:" N horwtsI ueaupkeoplcs i edt hC tpieoh ti Cl
eees. as a-sv fr wounds. ua a chtLwA for olds,, md eveh
i a cbewfr. vgem -Thernot ern usCd ior bis.kes Ln dh' iek
boiled inic a u 'm scop dckfF i" th lOalThe MaI :h dccil'd
a: har wiuih its ltean bcror: going m sea
Assoiale WZST~ERN .ED CEDAR. WESLERN iCEM-













Hablltalt Only grws Lisandipg we; a* amad soils.
Desricptir: One of the fi: narive flowrs tc bloom in
priing. SKUCNK CAiABACE s asUily rcigniaci bl il. whour
of hL ug 10p I m.el n Li V l . Th. hnay flcwa ar
surrmondd by a lare, yellow spihe xa ods a tslinky smeE m
ac flies Aim aid in pollinadior.
Niche Netes: Grmu, sbp an bar and aelkaa: i s!ads
"Gee Whiz": SKUNK CABACEG mFo may be coke c and
wein. it che livues ae poiscouls Xi wn btre rhity
a.Lair. .alyiT aid ryslas l. Naie a;.-hwelebrs aiso used
rhe Lavs t oinohe aUrI and sdwllrmgs. line [the anoes. and
Tolled op := ups fr hoidig iiqLds kbcrrier r 'pplng
sLtn unaen 'e aldng aev ho: cars.
Astnialte. WESTiS4 7RMLOMcK, 'WsTN RSln






Hpai.1t: Sa r ler eil. or mrig waer
Description: The Imve e at nwie pinaa.ly ccmpound and
worb d SmalM. while tower ara bcme in cls.br . Thc s:.m.
have pul]e ribs.
Niche Notes: WAT-R PARSLEY ies nid aed sn iinrodIced
rl'cies
"Gee Whiz:" Be c-cful. WATER PARSL-Y reembl-s pci-
scenous wattr hcmbloi This species wa used by Nadve North-
weste!rn ppls.Tihe .al[s wse eleAst .atae ir:to whisel. and
the rw rs re p :n.L lI[ arIv







Wetlands Indicator: FACU - OBL ( pcndc on speci- )
Habitat: Sbzisw wmr . ±ough some specs ma.y be able Io
molnUrats:iat dsols.
Deseriptilu: Thu prm 75s -:crihS-puple 5seirs Ld t4 em
mnet (3) a I:id overd w.ir% mall. identd Klnd.Thec lev
are lran-shaped and hae a. ahaih arond Thie slems. The vey
nry f1] t asre br ne on la rat- o rennal stIks
Niche Notes: Stands Sf SMARLTWEED form exCAllent dack
habiLw Tr".r Sda ure eari by watf'nwl and they pirvida
superior Crvcr. Th: -r r alsO tavored by a va-ery arcbeb
sach as mouming doves, phtasnn. now buriidn. finche.
jtncoS. spiwrom and co.Lmon redpoler. Wcstem c:!;:rurc.t
muinls., nrols5 and somne et in. Bedlaiel diredon 5tAART'
"Gea Wh:r" SMA.RTWEED is also lled MARSH PEFPE
ean.seof its pepepy lLs.
Associates: DTJVci EE. CATTAIL RUShES. SEDQOcS
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Common Namne Soientftl Narne:
YELLOW FLAG rty IRIS Inr pseudacors
Wellends Indicator: OBL
Habilta: ,uund in inuni:ed uu &I op6n hr.r=.ifnes f
T cadowu
Dessriptiorr: it diri dense elpsm i mrir (3) all clumps.
the 7l4LtW -LAO may be idcnrlifid by its bhoad, tihi
puarllcl-v ed lmv es. I is iaiy idendEi -by i yclluow bloms
mlua easmeani S i .d wi±t trpwlt. Itii ' rttmini. iiz in
be idendfii farm aCATTAr - by the wvy iLs leaes oerlap fa
lilre bae  re of t- panr.
Niche Notes: Tie nmiiniLve piml is ptzbably af Eurcpan
Gvee Whiz": The i ELLOW FLAY is poircno ri "qy
^qm-rc. includ:nig tJMANS. It causs vemiTr.g.















Habint Yauner spongty pocnsm ofbgs,.
Descripticn: A type or srge. CQTuON GRASS is dl* r-
ized by a taL sou: a:.z 0 ID 70 ccn-rrrs (1 1') ian hcighL
Ltavcs. irDcri arry. are u nd u htueA.Th e r wecluts.
a: ti:nd or Lit anm , evelnps mo iMn-elkc nt,
Niche NotMs: Bine as5e Lh''mco" n""ofs roirin a iLr3i.
"Gee Whiz:" C07TOh OASS is aSO caled ¢Pt - sedge.







Habitat: Samrad soEla or cv, -tanding a.
Deseriptlon: Clam?, of RUSlhS have ylindnril or f;aned
srnms and Iacve -JaLsfecaheECs[en. Clas crs Free: or brown
f lwer help boltniss iden.fy iU OQu specSl.z
Niche Ncte$; TRUSHES ae crsn by f' pes r wildlff l but
they A a ge As ure orne'"-
"Gee Whit;" RUSHES .ie uied in ,svng baskrts











Ha bitat: Tolerates a wide r e of wal eondidomr.
Deseriptlion A shone gfa Lha ihas hellow sns LAd upper
leaves dha&i ld 4 5i d=reu aglcs 6em hue% Liwta, sauly
flnows Warc held tp? he sirn.
Miihe Nblof: A faw biLd ea te sees.L was widely plsltd in
agricjlcunri prs benaus or iz akbiry tzo srw -m si'd
gondiiion. TbcU.S.F.W, rnclw *smunag fanrem frm pinl
inE it be auseI fie mdrt y To utcompte nauvc vtegsldon and
is o1w v1]r as forag fTir wildlifL
"Gec Whi.r Th'i iirrodesrd spiee is very inYvcsn and omL
Gorn.-Fra othc. more desrible pae. II aLse i's Ln rabuPdr
pollen FpWmeC. nrI eod for t3ese u'dh nesliS.
Assooiates: CATTATIL SEDGES. RUSJHS
Wetlands Indriator: osAL
Habitat: Lo.. damp arar
Description: w.s-ped. dr.s-lCe le ave sh 3hi e a slighly
angulir sCit harcareacSIcs ip V i5 meln. (S uall. Nuirmn=v
Lk gr erM-' breown nflwn am rcdc l lres abovuehe Sirm.
Ni h Motles:- Tht seeds :nd rwtStA a=. ur. by aU mo -r


















Habital: Arsns ibech :undaioin i eraric. I: at. l wal
bnr.'ish ndcifribn.
Description: VWy tal. 2to 3 nr (6.?. t- s t and lmnn [iv
iderefy thi: spciem The flowc is a rsh-lie spike ha is
purplirh but fades to raw color.
Niche Notes: Thi *.s i.sainad srua ddivi ng ot olhr spCLia;
ith:a e ben-iia to wldlitf.
"ee Whi't" RFElSURASS frm, monocuiurn wi]y, a ndi
corsidccda c: us psa r. dhe Clamc Coa0 I:tis nlybcain-
ni;gE t invade WA welndl. (Fr-y eAlli. d .hrage:p s i-.
li e ir)
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Cnmmea Name- $Sitnt!:ic Name:
PUTPLE LOOSES$TR FE Lyhrrum msaicr!a
WYeiernds indicator: FACW-
Habitst: S halow mhc t o .raId s.Eit.
Description: Ths clL 1 M 2 mcecr p - planL hb long. slender
Itaves rhaiL st cfIrs dnaed ihn 7ii. It hla shewy. bfighi pris13h-
pFi njVes in dJusrs.
Niche Notes: PURPLE LOOSiS-TRIrF iz not irnpruafi a
wildlife. IL is an i vasivw e spri mtduc nd iom LIumne
-Gee Whi:' namptnd plants cr. apset he derliae halance in
a hiait . PURPLE LOOSEST E rtl ecLtdC hc nahiv.
speries insd ehol then c .tm u it bconsd4c e norresu" w dc ans
the WA !>t. of B]cgy is e'oaiging :loel jiiFcns '4
::idlcit.;
NAdvt Ar.e-itzn usrd the lavs le rat aahtri deiahrm
Assoaiatsl: CAT.AIL WILLOW, HARDiACK




Habitat: Quc:. s=andLs wamr.
Descripiron: AkROHEAQ eernd Ui nm-e bnem its eis-
dinely Iuwhaud-shapcd leaes.Small whte !Trwersare aroe:
on a rpit
Ntihe NMats: nTe srmn nets nLd srdrmzy reo are azn by
warcrfnwl and mnusnL
'Gee '1Vhi:" Nave Arc.=ms h rvered dre rous. Oftcn
Glled diCa ;rv sty
I
Common Name: S:ientifi Name:
RED-OSIER DOGCWOD Corn ii$ ei
WatlLatd Indicaltr: ^-AC
Habitat: Alahg s.re.,l and d. I ptfl fujl siun and apln
*, modcatc wajar.
Description: The .rr.y stern of ts shrub se brigbh rie i
redish-plrplpT, bs:atn y v.idh .It grows fm z2 6 nrrtes
[6 4) Itl s leavIs hv p qrouner r medtpincd dp mind Lrc
darr rij tllis .in. Fle-n r- rccuLa -empe lccm, said
the fir u e sarll aid w'hia r palie bus in hlar.
Niche Notes: At IC=L twcniy-ur spFcr rp cr NonhweL bir-d
fed on DOGWOOD. Blahk-raid daer and m'nical btae ilMa
u5 hi ft 'od. IL is valuable at Ird vcr .nd nescri;
-"ee Whlz:'DOGWOOD is valuable i-h haibLtt cla-iai
prmjec: rnd is abac.wu!ul zuthb. {Forjly cd.d C. eladnfsr
Atsbciatecs wucw.REcu CKnA MYUFAS5.CATPfiLS





Oplopana h irtidm I
Wetland tndicatort FAC
Habitat: Shady. rris' wds and rnersrrn.,
unescrtir n: Cn c cur-r[ad, thiS plasl will 't hbe [lis
al:cn. l ha? ccr :i lc r .rCT (3-P' r"ems and hUgef 1lc ed
,wth yeclUowu h piea
Niche Nctes: MtflS[wd:irFe c c lear "rCEVTL'S C'U- The
litc. :rd l bres may b4 tceen by some smrn bltds.
"bee Whis: Even the sei.ensi who unaed this iltughg ii ws
hori (se che tLa in ramt. NcrLrhwLe lNaI ve peples iseed tce
plant moesdy s a scure nt mediine. Th bae nk he used DO
mac wMid edicir.s, dides.n. babyv ael orn b, t¢d and nixed
wi'h grear ioF: [ee paint
Assogals: WES-ER :-htMLTOCKi ED ALDER.$SiLMOC
HERRY. KRU ELDERiHERRY. LADY FnKN. WILD L1LY-
OF-THB-VAL-EY
Common Numrr: Scientifi Name:
WES3TERN 2CABAFPLE PyrI JcC
Wetlands Indicator: FACW
Habitat: Mnait wuaod, J1d~ scesm banI. und in b:grg
DescriplioP: ThisF ruohas sssv r si±sI and may bc = Ige
os 12 st.tCsE (36) tall IL hWi drek, eaky bk blJoL Twigs. and
vrnole sheped le.aet. FvwrseC arc lwhit r pinki , and f in
eluswrs The sl. rmund fmi asc yc'lov re rppish in wokt.
Niche Notes: CRABAPPLES are riSpwr to e Icod for
phcrm.nn, grse, and L4MS.
pGees Whi,:" Mari c Ci4siB r -he !TU. OT lb'
CRABArtoSThc iig.hw igh bul wgl waod wae utsd fr ch
p.vons of scJ s.en send as maul. The bl5=sl' mriin
petes.c weTr used hcc dordnis of ht iLesldnes cr spmach,
ys eand bloCd, I[Firn^y iwwn as PFriLSCL)





Habitut: Mcsit wood and .alg sem a bnaks- Ir F ntz ifu sun
orprsjal shads-nd ac lnsI mdtiSae craw:,
Descriptipn: SALMONBERRY'sr angc f curvEini t:m.m
Ccwing ip uto 4 meters (12 high. arc evered in compond
Lnea. T.e lvae bave -- rc, rimc[a.W ha-y iaelts. The
Niche Note:; The sh1ub provides Shchr for neriang birds Mnd
ti]l rdcn=zr Th flwers t ± favor.¢e o[ humIir.emngbi and
buLe.f wic. 3o0h birds oy majrmalS ei the firil.
aGee Whiz:-: The smrn!b . Ikaser. I and spoui cFSALMO-
NSFIRSY wt:e cderior;ly usd A s remedy Fr diBsdin e
dUisTrdtr! Gnascb i &3 fulfS rDO nelp saimoanIMU . L en4 yvs--
The berries ar eaGellenl rrw or ncrced ir.w jant o FpL
Associstes: RED ALDER. viNE MAPLE. LADY FERN,
FOAM lFrAWER
Common Nanm: Scientific Nmae;
RED ELDEMRBERRY SrrniorS racemosc
Wetland Ihdiecaor: FACU
labitilal: Ffrsfm tl sun aid r ;Fes moder*l waLr.
Description: .Eh rrTpounTd l.' . 5 La 7 Sha-ly.tuOthe
leancl sona plpCie.CcThe 3e I. pithy. bluith Igs m slarge
shrub. 2 5 ra[a (6-15). Smali cltew el whit filwitW ae
fUlowed by lilcr, elnman biMrie.
Nrihe Nhoes: Thoug:s hse bner ars icco ir hunas. 29
nsccd fIeslNrwdt bads ad c=ta bet addrcI Wi± LieL c
foli ae. Robtirs dand b l.d bC .Rens ae, Cseply abi'ed
by Thi frui
-Ce Whi:' The L.in namn fo-. ELDpRS.;RRY ccmu Ercm
tht woard ssmbuke " whish inSj '¾a mur:l inirrMliL'. T
wood Lh sen used sin sanaiiri.c 6;ac s make nptr and
w.stit- Tb- lowr cileus sse d1 ijous ifipptd i.b r=an .d
rcicd s E.nnr The bhcni. rcreCd o be pn isanaOc .=tss
:ookd. Site the;y ve *n peesor., cc cd.e i Es wgrcied
BavB rbhim. fcr Ihi btr.s-
Associates: WvESTiEN R1EMLDCL. RED ALnt VN.
MAIPLDEV' CLU D EEsR N, POAM FLF W-q;























'j~t-~ ~~ '''' 41 h
Wetlands Inditr,,r: FAg
Habitat: Mlslhya r:s. wet re.- i and a.Olug ns.
pae-StliunrA .li L. , -. hC, g:ch r [efrz, whose o'osed
sre .l-sha.p. i' r. son.l s ;C 31 Idetndf it fpm on-t r cruif.
Oval spor clusenr may be ford or ihelV uncnc-sidcs
Niche Notes: This ten s o f minis.a use :c wUil.i
"Qeo Whiz:" Th young. cur]d ed:e hets ofLADY rERN
rc gSod cihehr raw or :oril. aiways wuah .irs 'or homd
uiclmpdan.
Assoaialesi WE3TIRN HEMLOCK. WESTFRN RED CZ-






iabitat: Cotmr.on in shady. moei flrlos
Descriptini: DEK-- FE hav .W:v ldnds of fends. Vceea-
hi f&ndz jet lancc-shapcd buulhe lels are niblmtdasd
aje nabecdd-a JycSL o dtlh Fcr eCfrmds.shotafovexeic
cf I, pln d Idhavespcesarn L undr.drsdeC.i a hCtT ilaflss
Niohe Noees: E': rid DEER .ERN favonrm





Habitat: Flounsh in weL disuirbd as.
Descriplion: AjoiL [r,5 .sp to Cd terimme4n WZ') Lhis
arounded by whorls o w--y brannchl .d mall, sc:ly leavs
Nijhe pNOtft: Whidimg .swa. c ahrnsr BLACK B EAR "lay
eat HORSETAII. bhu ovasll Lhey art OF i5 .e va'u e 1o wEi!l.
"Gee Whiz:" HORSETAILS are Oawn s 'sacung tssh"
bausc he .siic in -hir siems ir.se ihem Ibugh wnd abrssrie
enough sntb pa ts rNativ Afflicains 1aso 'J;dl the selCti :
paolih aroi s. . or £ r inrviuria body smcb. Tne jucie was
uscd as an weWrh.Thc spric ne='asi rashrd 'id ssmcn c
ard eIn- The sBn, and foi ws 0 CEn wt"h whael or Si oil.
boiled for : ha rnuc. pr woven inoO tbasu.







Habitat: Segiy, aeid cnaidios.
Descrpltorn: S ra. rs syplan frim yish- w re -s'- n
mna in saZE. a ca. The indridnual pinl hbe bhshy h=eds of
sleby smirurss SAb't as rs= leCse erCdL Spore ptcducne
a-Les. sw·ts prCeBiL nise abs th 'itef'y heeds
Niche Notes: NQI candideeda foodXiSorS for uildifec.
"Fee Whi:," FPAT MOSS holds rnm.y u its wight .n
waMsr. is 305 r ic, it was used dcinr.g World Wr ls a steil
tresig foe ir.imris.The ma 'rozter os oiL-ag idmalec e t tiI
bmernc It is oftt aen us in ardcnins oy Naive Ar..tic.i ns
wsed SP1lAONUM moss h fstdisrpcable diaprs.











Wptlands Indlcor: .-AC.W nORL.
Habitat: Ver wet: silt.
Dcscrlptlnw: TrS S ": s I al, snft lavcs su-raunLjg
hbllow 0 centnidmer t(' la3il 2sc. HSLdy. 1:n. flywls i. s:
lstb racnsmbling a fo_ iil.
sNihe Mates: FOXTAI iLs rt s L w tabe usehl t -adlife.
HGee Whiz'" FOXTAPL Mnk2e3 1e-seienl Iange 5r vil4d ct-






V'/landS Iditcalr.: FACW te OBL
Rahitnt: SEDGES s win slding w cc: or amra sisol.T -5
SCeie?. Lyngbhy's a d SbLagh edge. re tolv Of bratls
wre. Lyngby's es nwri i-olean thar. Slagh itc.
Oescelptlon: Tis gn:s-lzlcc plant has rirgrlr stemns anl
fibus ols - f it has leavte, ihy ae gmrss-lske and shtapd like
' w whcn ci nerss Ihrir width
MNihe Notes: hs small stcei of 5EDCGES a' e en by birdS
Such as dusils, .Airrolfl , =l± swoebiTcs. Plik prd hipmuncs
al54so 50 heses and ' avcs. S EDOS pF;oiide vasulbe iccvat T
wildlfs.




Common NMne: Scienzlflc Nmne:
TfREE-LEAF fOAM FLOWER Ti edli ri'olial
Wttlundts ind!iaor FAC
Hs ?p1: Pfcr n;.st wo:ds.
Dcscriptien: Corapound wlesr e t4rn .h. sbrm, eahce.-
ujttngrihlreelniaihed leaCfu.LOcy.wihirc fl-t rehldhagh
cn a talL
FNich e lotes Gro.u ir.y beowst on FO.AM FLOQWU
ciee 'MVhiT:" rative No'LuzwcirtcTs chewer FOAM
LOWER eaves a8s a aough mediint.
AssA:iLes: W=T.ERN HEMLOC. KRE ALpEAr, VINE






Habitat: In clumrp in ~as slvh _e sols.
lescr1plion: The elemp orTounded r ff3ac=cd r:tsredar
g-r-. in wlcrSKE-iAL Sr? asr n le. r [ a d th mfl
I smrall trcwn ctuse e- iLh zp of the spiks.
Nrishl Notes: Te etd r. d tberous roaCs niCrc by wivi
r'wl apd aash hirds
Asscciatlc: SEODGS. R'JShES









Habi:att Form lenge sWn uir qnicr sandi:n wsir.
oesclptlok. Thel b nr rmartd, rsyh-grr l b- I -s of CAT
TAIL a- almGosi nmst.biu. The dny. sepL= m4ge &wd
rcmia fircr r rkc Gp ih4 "C'' ai." L*ves hav C pir.nd rips
.n, sh haLhin bse.-
Ni he NObtet: The ry. hasy AiS =r only eMun by Wrme rl-
Tnct.erws t-c avcite [mni lnsaL. i lz zpmovid ncdngri tu
fo-RED-WirGEDB LACKBmRDS ndMA.RS4WRENS. VWnile
CATTAIL may rd. ve _ fc ducLs. i: pmally ioadns am
dawclOld nUW tathBn ttdlvescp]antCommnir u5nrdtor
beth Foed nd wevr.
'Geo Wh i:" CATTArLiMo wer ssicn by NEin Ame rimis.
It iCeavi Wce woven into maLu, T:nwer. and pack Srl.V The
younij walk ae very icty :n ?aads. TiB youtg 'CA7TALS'
nas and fesdt frxcs) niay be boiled 4nc d d-a, Ihi Lfl
iiiKsc wntheonb d sbcwranirrat'wringycurovwnCATTfAL
forkod. Th.e 3arEs s urdCadfiedilehs may ro in hith
lfcveLs oF lead and orthc cnarrnu'trom ouer mnt ri vtthicls.





Dscrfiptjon: Lcavs. se mmpu .nd iA: 5 = 7 M Ohcd Iefleu,.
Lor.g. reddish sen wind und r t e Fn Oweat ae dYp td
iu puple 1 color and ade 5c the cl base.
Nicha Note: MARSH CIQUErOIL' sd mayt e ale by
a [eWc bhrns. ur ilhis[ i hwi is C l  S O wUil dii:.
"Gee Whiz:" Utced ty Chi:pc.% Indisanm a a b nn: fi
nysirre-y and 2a beh in slrikIly ktown IS a polwcrfu cue 1el
Associates: CO.TTAIL. WATER PARSLEY. RUSHIES,
$ O.&-s
Common Nume: Slientlfi Name:
SBUSREED Sparrtium emsrs
yetlands mndicaior: OBL
Habitat: Mashy a.t., piey scil. r l sIcw:--oving srcun.
Description: Long. fis rspony ]ve crrge or noar nn ih
surfac. Th. filawen d d tai e sh dclu=s hik Isklrce
burrs. MsJe tflowps Fr on th upp, pat f Fhe pil:L FrmaIS
rflnoc a ohwcT and usually lZLcrl.
Niche Ntoes: BURREE5 is ratrn by dusbns, - dŽ sahi
sinrY. Bmnco s:ipe and mrixn.
"Gee Whiz:" Pan O o.i uaipz nl oup ofa pltS 1: !ive
hf ih h dwae can: id tlfcrclu r ?: uwa
Assoimatvs: CATTAILS.  StES. S RUSIES
Commrn Nlamne Scientific Namc:
MARSH SPEEDWELL Veron:a sciacrctlr
---------------------. . I
Wetlands Indicair: OBL
Habilat: We plaice= fm wtarsid t1 lbntlot.
Desupripion;. The a ping ems of SPEEDWELL harc
lanc-shaped lcv: and blmlh f irNc.
'Gee Whi; " SPEDWEOLL w a called "fE icave" by ne
Nov rihwsur nve in a
Associates: CATTA3L. WATER PARSLEY MAKSH'
PE'PERP. SGES. R{UsHES












Hahbilat: Prccr prdal rldc .amxpI mise, and hiGe tnd.
Fiound in WESERN R3D CEDAR sands thsi -vo liite h nd -.
growib. Ic groWs ame qhuq ly.
Descriptron: Tderi5di by i twcpy brnnch p andse zlny
flrwe. d-k bht. his Ce Sgows up Mo de or 70 t5 (IsQl
2WO Hs rSer I fln rcund-ripped t gtZ r fteedlr of rvang
Icer.hs. Smai', Ovval Canes araiahed directly qhr c, brnchts.
Niche Notes: ieBm lo&i pmrnds food fn guxse. chckd-es.
and pine ian I: i3 aZso valuable for vrcv-'ndnd.s g.
r"ee Whii:" Ncr±hwrs Naives used hns-.mt.k pkeh flr . pe
pain .id i pTvent su ari wdrn. Tut bae' ricleasee
re ddsn.br wn dye vwhen bailed. IL Wc use d = dye paddla cd
isrneg equipmeni t mx.'a i i inviriI lnoa Ttlb alo W F
yelicwish. -mwn pa n' wner eashetd l sv-lmon cgS.. Thn
bard rk wa used us s lca& ri e ycurib. mnd care =f arC e
_roass. Th bcughs were siulble. fe mi. n trnpray vhaiil.
Associates: wEsT R.Db CEiADR .Rl ALnD , vi. E
MAPLE, SKNUMX ASRC AOS LAuDY N.YF M FaOVEcR
;scover ledr.ands, Lynn, 1 35)
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Common Name: Scientific Nane:
WESTERN RED C2DAR Thu.a pliclia
Wetland Inricalbtr: FAC
Habiamt Tn]erats lJU smn er pai shade ndacpls r.  moder.
ste walcr. IL rnOrinshCs is mehie c, a3&iEg wav rnugirLs.
OcDcrlption: Eed bart ihar pel&i in inor szips and flat. sale.
liUnatil«d idetiy is Sf5 e BO r arlrr( Q-520r) tb Brwehe5
are flatend arnd ropy u±h dr.y. scaly con rear tarir erds.
Nirche NpEs: Willi[ e=a LhC seeds in he small edawr cones.
The branchcs aso pravid wineat foige (ci sam: widiife
'Gee Whiz:' This e.e w.sf o sihnin, ipc" n r'e t Nopnh-
-wL Nwadr c pcopltc . Iu tarl was gmahred and shreddd inTe
fbc lrt rlothing, dFapst, maps, and sals The wnd could be
hnurvstld otm bviva ee by ctl[g a sli : and .ull:cg off
pianik. The -ood i very rcsistse: dtay r.d mae ctcelinli
hStL tudctlcn . RnQtS Wcmwoven ino baske[s and i mns weri
usad tno sar away gaesrS ThC bcds were hewed Y cree sore
lungs nd Lmothubcs.
Assechatas: WESTERN -miE.ML tC< ROb AL:2i. VIjTE
MAPLE SKUNK CABEAGE. LADY FFL. FOAM FLOWER
Common Narne: Scientific Name:
RED ALDER Ar t nbrd
WtCltandl hlndaltr: FAC
Nabiia: r T ivei n lw=rbedg e c3 ILrceqa rc ful lumna d amre
or mdcraie r.nu en fs wa. Aidtricie.ue tahkish :nd very
p.ir so I and is oflen found orni ream des and nis molsi woo?,
Deer iprtln: Alder may x foun4 a! u wdep.d s rub or a re
as iafl a1 2 mier- (3l), The brtL is ir. srnmlhU. ua r.niked
wih hb acil tin r called lenidcat. Leaves arr poitued ovals.
Wih jLrshed joIIteidundzredecs.Thec Lpps urfs ciL rhnd± asNid
dep grecn. The un cer starf i grayish ]hn r=d .as on uIh
vtins,
Niche Notes: Rds. mnh ar gldEineh,. .itck:dr 3, rdincde
siskins eat the Cry'sed in alder "cnes. k and dcr emay also
aI Ie iwpr [.olir. BA\E ZA fl rOWe iLe IVe.
"Go e Wni: . LO ziM-allyad ds.aeen re oi. Rer.Bi r.,
ivinginjncdulcs en i;TO5CL. Li: nirougen iniohrairandrricd
Lhe eil. Alder pt/oides eallen w' d [or smoLr.g ruh and
arv ing. li bark was builc [Cr a dye.
Assciates: W-STERN rHEMLOCK, BLACK CO1TON
.VOOQ, WILLOW. SALMON RERRY, LAfY Y. SKUNK
'AS3BAGE
Comnmon Name: Scientific Namer
OREGON ASH Fr' fl MfLc
C- ------^-i--,: :.' ?mf
Wvettpnds Indlcator: FACW
Huobitt: Deep. rniks seail alaieg ctran and vwdad TL can
lalirals fall sun ;r pemrai shrie
Descriptiun: Thlilelry ce ; OWt: e20 r nsel(cE izsree6'- Ic .
graysh brwn bark is pft-n evee- wu.h hl5Cns and mrosss.
Individal Lenlcs= e lghtre g or n Lp :aFndaimd haLy un the
bonon. TIcy re ar;ngd ia a pinnteJly snompurd I lf. Ash
prdu eF5 a anmglc-wingcd tUiL
Niche Ng le: Ash r o'f m dceuc scr cildZf¢c.Grosbe. ca.t
lhseedi of the Iedae n Ca ed wzava.ngs and prpdF :m ast
nshe d c fr to ito4. Te sdIs qnd dwud pvvidc fmod or the
Douslauchbitckec
"Gee Whiz:' OREOON ASH Ls used ia wake toios and funi.
WMI














Hablkat: Moist. hidcd freses or c nr. burks.
Description: One to .-e h=ewi-shpcd lkwcv with prallel
vrs ideqfy his 10 b 30 cenruuswr p3 I ba . tnwarm
wl-jthe d srd ia a smel CI Lu .SvC he plnt
Niche NotM: The bcria rc sa en a aLcd elt y
"Gee Wh Lb" The tm red berrcie were a by Nive.Ameb .
ae! . b no: relishrhe&. l QualCae name desrttre hem r1
idng Idid gf Or mr lie whlJ ,Ji.








Habitlt: etr r. eedow,.
Descnprptlon: Fluhy. h-ci 4i . Ci^n.cd leaves rceosangcl
on tIoTlow sems ehal Tiih up :_ I m' c . Bigh. yedbtw
flowrs with piple marings appear in 'rn mi the =:p. They
reenmbl snap -drarn,
Ni he Noteg: The Ctoom of tl MON'KY FLWER'S pcta
s rvs a , a prfeC Ia.'ing pad .or bumble bhcs
"Ge Whiz;- The Iavca make a uuary aL.i
Associates: FOXTARIS. S CLQES, RUSHES
Oiscover Wetland5, Lynn, 1995)
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Detcrlpt'icn: NarNw eaves thla ene-d ow TOVndcd ends ar
tved wint long[. nedOiih. aaiy in. The letLi fton whbrL
F]la-n -rise C iraF = we b±teat ota .lavs
Niche Notes: I!T sn't - wyth S =., ngr SUNDEW.
"Gee Whiz:,'S Ee aKW.r irnivnomsu They upm iznsc on
±he-r sinky hs waad d5s:i Lhcis bodies for the ndeAd ioui
ans. moFay ni orZ: antd pg.shmsu. Thi i at aiapaion for
Lhr.iUem-pecY l::sI in whih L[hey I'v
Asseniates: BOG LAUREL. LABRADOR TEA. COTWON
GRA3S, SPHACGJl
UComon Name: . Srlerttlc Name:
C-2EPING BUTTERC R anwciud repr.
WbtIand Ihdinator: -ACW'
Habilat: Common n mTiny moist ms. spcicllly dcidCuot
fiorn r,4d ¶e; mcadcws.
Descrl;plon: Scf4 hfby alcnirpund Tc y lave Lrcc ISZe
and s.iard oa ing pyeoile. vc-pc:ldL ytlBw flowti drMcvln
inlO rmund n uilm vetr itn gea taiik
Niche Noes: Small amno n orf SUTl RCP sed r may be
oaLrn by lamte wiidlife. T'i rpccis ru L OfU TRlCUF wa
TrMegr arnd has flurisheLd Thle S also nabve Bn crep
"Gee Whiz:" The rmts [ - pla n= wrrewkc ci ped in cral
*r whale, od, and e a wilh simlon es by N.lve Amn.ans.
Th, leavs and rstm4n e inrctble bcauste ihcy enoi:. chte LnG
rmunnraii.l a eyverC gasL'LsiJL: iVitanL The narmenl m.e
&om the .ian 'L*'. wiieh Tean ing r.gi probably rcis a irs
waigly habiat





Hah itat This uidesprend shub i sU nD : d ifng in wZra aIcng
sc'rm btenks. ihIk. bg". and w;ci ineaouS. Ih tormIa full or
Deserdptiop: 'Th. 1 m .- mnew f$-8) shmb bas oval lezves
w'ih Izcc only aiona hr pp ha] of ,th mrtgidrs. Tiny, indi-
Aidl31. rnsy-pinlfower fen, on r-iJra lusrees The seede lstar
qualciy tumn bhrnn m d prsl: h:luBSh winmcr.
Niche Ntles: SFinLca alo cal-ld liARDACK, i5 of li.ira
Use wdlllf It provides soe ad whi aUild decr a Cdnc-
lled Tm cadsional lerd on It I * a favntr est hng rle fir
nqmnonn yeTwthrta warbltn and Virinia Rails. Uncnu-
na.Ely, Sp Ird C ids ln frma rr.on.c lh e sdO denS r'ai sre in;
grows bcncsh iL
"Gee Whi!Z: Spirca rs of linm.cd use ilo Ntiv.etioplec The
sisewprrbailersrNricUfiWr aTeFh-eae~dLbe w _ uld b. C6-l
for sreiingd tse'dng alnarn. sinc it docn'b tabnm eily








Description: zEsily conthcd wit. LABRADOR ThA. &
R0G LAUREL has dnkce f5aC Laeves wth astincidve while
midnb. ThrF It.'i are srnnr sha.ed and dap ms in OiC:r.
Niche Notes: The plant L pbibnous Lo Ilme an sal.
"Gee Whiz:' DOG ALrREL i named Fter Per Kni. a
botairsl wh atudiid .ttdc CIclus LUrmse. the nun who








Hobitatlz So ftrscwd wrndsr. gwing B UTf sM&np r logp.
Descrrlption: Brihb: ren fo[;g and nrgledst.n makrc ths
zhrub ea4y '0 &u fy r T: oval leavos ar widaly swd. SMald
mtaSi'apd CGwcn are found t tr&e boF rf lihe Icavws md yield
m:uni. red Lri s.
Ninhe Note: The fruit is ale by rnry ds ind l.dIncl gulls
and tOusC P. ir . saTd cECi as at Le foliagt d fruiL
'Gae Whiz" Thb. u edible Si.s =re casic o haLsC iLf
rombc'" o[ff e stem
Assoclatcs: SALAL-. WSSTENRD CH)AR




cimmcn Name: Scientific Name:
LABRADOR TEA RhodrSdi' !roenahndirwen
Weilanrs Indicator: OBL
Horbiat- B-S
Oessriptlcn: LAg.9RAOR TEA gr: s lare zs 2 mctcr (6
und is ee yaer mund fts dirk, Inta y Itevs hae TruIy
Colortd hais on hwir .unden5ride- Whiwe owers a are rng in
slusCr aL he ndes of rhc ncms.
Ni;fhb Notes: Meo. ad d ub atnown LD cait tis s:hru. but
iL is of limilud use to mrns wild.if.
"Gee Whiz:' LARADOR TEA can tebrewcdinw a E.bu;il
it is to t sinng Il its ildly poistnou;. Fmorn!'y clldeedwn)j










Hahbrtat: Sc=tnm tnls3. lakse sores, nd in ' ortsed weulamds. LL
rcqrces fu'l sun s:d :Su of 'cr.
ODcgtpti.oh Ywfng onrnwoods hvc sr-oh. gmrn bark
which dvelops ocughent gay idge a Es. cee marecs. 'r.e
js4kzc :'B SVy cfG fta Im3(1sie-5DimD'il ehe LThe
budce e nicy in wn-nr The oval ltnc shaptd icav rCe also
nrorevt. Male end mr..J pTaI.r re rWCep=e ane c Ic toJny
a ir .ct otablc bcnerh te ,ee
tiaihe Noiws: Czronncods ovfc eover and ne.ting as for
wildlifc. IL. b5i and oUnd nt a soIuT of rood feO re bine
grnuse MonLai.it. earen caiT f4liae. buds md trk. l sleds
careun by flw gpees
Abee Whiz:" Som: Nonhwel Narlives made Iaiied c e of ±ce
wcoo. Trne erves w"ere rois d mnd a e io an psec Th
r'ees g ur a iso csd for dh : Sr.ie tb liveed Le K :lt htad a aie
fiLs ow n.se I e s: a th. l sRe dCbn peIoil. it'Jie xal






Wetlands Indiatbll: rTnge fam CL :o iAC
Habitat: Full sun cnd u ofwew. Thy are fornd gow ng
the b.ank c lfpC.' iid etaxc. or in wedlards.
Descriptlon: WILOW sN-s.c ang .sc f orm sml atcbrsb
to rmcdinm crccs Te dc o4s eIavcs are long and at wY , and
umally oinled. Mal rd fnals are srcpanu pli r WIL.
LOWS arc ccllUcm fTr 'lans3 mrvean dor wslands. bc-
sausl ef [n cL c lenrib tl smr.zT sad abiliiy to icr rot
Nriche Ntlest: TLLWS prvidte vc= *nd zS nn inr,-r ba
tc oflirdnid value lo .liit as ant, dgcajb, Koai:w1 cas is
buds or tenda wg. Rik <1 iibasrl: buds icd WiO Trhd-I.-y
fooied Weood :a aenu i s [ol:gE rd calHns
-bec Whiz:" WTLLOW barl:kcinsm ietyten . a, m atriV
Lngredicni :n spiri' .Nwqve Amc-ans i.wsd e. bark as ain
retiever







Habjita: Fall sun or pr.id s:,de and or.ly iaCne wzrG., Ii 1
ofn ihspd in roMe I u tolantL oFe moLos l rt'es5
DOveslnptii [Lia h 5 smraLh I.rtni3h-whiie bertkane rachB liS
reras (t50 in hdi ehThI leas L havecm tp sreenpprsur trens
and pele urn-eidtu. Malec ad fcrmkle nl wer cins laia ttfles
and rcur separtely
ljqhte Notes: Thl .esirous bud and en s are valuable food
for :ovr itr. t -i Te anrd spring. T bar and roia ose also
e ;njyed bY btowiers. and mounia n beav-s and trclpine !ec
L±e wodp rrid hab
"Gee WhiW:' T rhseBe maleS on siIcdO e eL tft :Ut
orils unuL quivering ]csaver







Habitat Trnsinional atnu btlwcn ciawvl. a4d diar sileS.
Dscpitpl;oni Oe larze s:amp cmay makc meny ;s4 so Iii;
eu a larui. up o 30 rn:Cmi (15) ad sprading. Thc ItYaC hbV
she classic laon o Uhe. Carnadan fag and are .iy lare S mll,
grczhesh.wht ile nwers ".:cd itle, goldcrl helitCpigT.'
PNiiLe Notte: A wide v.riey of wildlife a clrasel e fs rfc
rming and rvs-. Smrlt mannais enjoy br.4 ics reds.
CGee Whrl:" ZNrdhwest Native peopls fomnd M APLE vy
u aful. Rape: couLd be rad fsm i, herzk and Lie hugat Icavn
Wrc reani .m anvenga or Ly.n ncdenca4th feod. Tne wood wa
iusd'y same to smece rsJman.bsrwas more siotawnonly uod fir
vding. Iriadc buhfalf dihhs. impl=mcnm., ad artiC.C
s s;Diale: m D ALDER, VLNE MPL. SALM N 5ERPY.
LADY FERN
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Nrhr- po ysVcpa1 un
Watlands Indicator: Of3L
Habltal: Roocd in lake bti wi±. thhk lar, and towe
fEaacn on Use surFia-. 'hsy da besLrn ari efi ifl wzzrr.
Description: Thb aS. Ihry. snmewhatlarBW-sar Ia
is hCd en pe ibl bp mlp 2 mety [b1 IC1g, La-ge yrIlow e.ars
as e-merp n e- hr frvof : che e':. piodueing Cdihk saeds,
Niche Notes: Wair Lilis play ian m [-pl- z ;rrorBii c
habitat They prvide aC hdT f: youYg F. lh and zs homes e Lhe
CgsS of aqusdc insxcsand azrnphlbm lihtci'rorasecarsn by
miSLr deuC, .d Ctlh&t aniir s. m Tay arL a griL plana TF-
frons and baby dunks i resi
"Gee Whiz": Naive Acr :ains hiavc .ay ucs for Wra
Lies. .T.hemo may b r.lnT 'le seis are nund irn I f orr
poppcd up li'e popern for m=ks.
Associates: CATTAIL, W;ATR MELFOi. BLADDER-






Habitat: nloadicn p s or sc..rt and wtte up one. ay
mud.
Description: The LVRWORTlcoks le. l uhaylileclaf
widt 1 cf 4 lob.s and iu dnderside has rhinids, mot.bieo o!te-
sians. han i8 fom ti u -de,4.
Nlche Nates: IC i n lsuwn if thwes planlsi e matn by wildeif
"Qeo Whiz:' This erapge coukg l:-el p'': iLs a primide
vr.icty h.a [acis ek c leave, C."O. CT vacular ,s.e
Asscciatec: O3UCKW--D. CATTAI]LS. ?OhNOWED




Crommnn Name: Sclentiril Naren
WAtfE MLFOIL Myroph.ylum spp.
I .I_ .S----. .--
Weoland thdidanlrsi CBL
Habitat: Submgrut orir-adng in pon. and l:s.
Uescription: The kaci sCfL[,E' L ae o iall .hey give i
a lay appc=aC:. Occrsionaily. c. planL is kanc"m u bear any
nowate On pa* L I nd A .enal: pLnta.
Niehe Notes: .'nLFOL.puatm=arly te intrducci Eurcpem
variry. re ei s manocujl:re ad hciks poi;is and lakcs.
luskr5a, diKa. , r.d soim shnredIs will eat MIIQOILS.
"Gee Whiz": 3tscrn mnsr cck chliir boa rd mailtrs wh.n
Iaving lakes i 0pr enl Lthe Nsad of L;is .eAd
Ass$ciates: Y'LLOW PON LILY, BLADDEDRWORT
Common Name: SclenTflic Name:
PONDWEED .. Peamgrer.on spp.
Wetland Indicatlor: OBL
Habitat Fcand with its leaves aing an lakc and ponds
Description: PONDW-ED has paal'.::-veind leaves chat rec
oval, ir ithe n.uit, ad naow if submerg
Niche NQtes; The 40 e: zo speic: of ?ONDWEED in Nenh
Anrii a praOvidte sheller otr Fcei f a vrie yr cl r.cil. I.secc
and ish End snl't:e in its firash SAlnlS, mT.isk'a., duIk4 .and
oiterwsrtctwl eu ht
'Cee Whiz:" The roou cf PONDFTED aet sIghrly nImvy
rscnai cadn X Cfln rawii Slada or.ooked in slew.
Aio'eial; CATTA-IS, YELLOW POND LILY. BLADDJER
WORT, MILFDIL
 k




CDisrverr Wetlands, Lynn, 1995)
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Common Name: Screntdic Name:
CASCARA BUCOKTHORN Rhamns purskim
Wellands Indicator: FAC.
Hahitat: Trasi inal arm btrwt wcLumds nd upands.
DeseEiption: CASCARAissMSa£alI ccewuirm n 'rrnw rnkrt ad
smoch. gsy brk. Its yWlow.grer ]ravcs va a vv ar.d hvae
disticn Iaalll v.n:. SmflU, gesn flow- develop ino small
sreen 1a puplc-tb lak nc
Ni=he Notes: Q'iK- a fwpce eal CASCARA'S fi: Up :W
oin-quarlnr cfa Filraned *odpkcckr's diCl may onsis; of c.=S
bcrika. when available. B-ffHildpign., sapsunsf .L 's.,
IACCD N, Dong' gsecund squL-eis. wood mrs. nd MULE
DER aSho f= ecn dhc f-u:i
I:;e Whiz:b CACAkA hark rs aonlt aUd imdt imo a
l.i. C, Nidv Amciuns alsc used ic fr thur purpqs d.
idiBnL, nsCd hi for aAr mnciineS . Ad the hNtri for food.
A&OiCa:s ote kF ALDER. WILLOW






tHabita:S Si. ur .13bres, urini, aimsn y b ody of waer
di'iTundced by vencU r wa voo45, Thty iay be 5Xl on bhs
eastin Lb %WiAtlr.
Oescription: Thisrr.!ia isnnpiFerhkse chyry j lowvirh icg
and r hi e wir. siript. In ihe sprn orly. it hors tsgr spoL an
iTr under ts. It trctIl whGn wa1rdng rnd its wi ngs c= sd51y
when fllyg-
NiFhe NtoES: mnLpe Cn dine aL aqua±ic 3rseT. csJuasIE.
and ailuAscs, Th7y Ymay ee alrcr. by Fores, W.cwls. ar.d hcr




Habitat: Vwrifey of ahy baimsw Thly .tr ir.CATTrAdS.
Cleseriptnv MSIARSI W5iZYS r.scait smztm sFes., bar
hganandrmCRUSH, SEDE, d CATTAL area. Thbirtil S
heCld arcegm haiiic.UjsXcr br e si5iivcE" enc-g n rfiE
sorg in ha ZXii&.
Nche oteoa' MARS5 WRNS fasi ln MOSQUIO lr
pnd sneeL. They v fond far IKARLItR -
GcMa Whiz:" Mle YARNS h'.c a nn'mbr of male. eci: of





Habibl1: NCORTH '4/ ARFiS trrnmly ard. rnanh
hbawvr, iEIIhBIt mb nadw, farnr fed. and 1 al unaLdz.
Thy nestnc  te parnd.
Oescrlptllm Ti 5 hciiu-Dirzd. slir, le5g-vitgcdlia Mat is
dmentifiGed ty 'i V hse Pmp ni and nyr'a; pFanr-
Nlche Nol3es I<CRTHEi :-IARl S fed nnslly on mri
nd scr;al armnl bhird
s Gee Whiz:"l. TS IARIER fli ih f its w aaledwad
whengMipii friotihaaM biitaflymtg 1cwovBdisu irDa3ig-
Zea paVni.
i¢o/ver Wze;Tan.d$, Lynn, 1995)
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Common Name: Skenlin Nlameb-
RED-WINGfD BLACKBIRD Agei'dur pkosnccei
Hibitart.:Mihus *-dswprp Brywihlcasrh-c i;n IhiCwbe.
The' nr nsin siands of CATTAIL or pmt wedp nlu,
Descnpton: Mal. BLACKICR DS ar blkl With red spruirt
haBd i3 Eareyc:low raragi . The Fcmaie is btbwntiS.
Nic he Ncte : SLACBffGS car ee scd oefpianz ard ls5 eof
insccu.
"Gee whk:" LACK2LRDS aiam lastrxlrish rhe T3r, and














iabilt.; CSoass and i'nl A lakes ar. nves nn every c lir.CnL
Descriptlsn. Th: TnrAn is sh ie si r Lch u wk I1 ie dr
rew' abi n , d whi: btelow. Ir head is wlhit WiLh a drk lia
cheugh the eyes.
Nihe Npottes O3sPY ata only fulh, s hih they =ch by
h.vr- nge and then dvin, elon fi, I. s Lk waL =r.
"Ges Whiz:" Berausne rntr.y 5f.. OSPPY EsIhr e ron nl.-
naned with LnniC _hem icsi. Lhny anve denasud n esng sseee S-





Haubitt: F-esh and alwr sanrh. moastl m d fta, d
bari, a.d sielow 'ay. They Tai.rt wtLiaLds wilh 2ll c: s o
rack icdgS far 'heai nZir.
Descrlpton:V This bugc h ln. h=a a n'y-btuobak ar.d *inf.
II s a!boi faour f.aL Ill ans wcgils ane: seven pCends. Is wings
span six [c
Niche Nates: Kicns vade rbousgh me walel ritFe fiShL
rti==tac an. zrph:b ns. Ird insees.
"Gce VYhi:' Ferens I' with [heir ncck f[alde bac in nth
Inoulder ±ndteirtlr.gt.nle(s ounlbhitfdbh irbodi. Li"kek
r[x sib loti "0aa.oks
S:en:ific Name:
MeIaniR': perwpic':la:a
Habitat: Prc sv-aier srf snea. They are aendan odn Lhe
pfsfis ClAstal cccr. i lyV invidui may viii in le.ed Is
and panda. tul rot mrnonly.
DeOcription Male StURF SCGTES ar blac] dt l. s wih
pmminL t wbhite herd prvlhn. Ihoogh Leale diawp m ile
nrmen hI s bc it brigatly olorefd -, a unique- anan AhM
micra idendfic:ide rir -y easy. Te rema: is l ka brwf.
and has l.i disnc: whidhb piei res on her hea
Nichs Ncte. SUFRF SOTht5 lake much ofthe- fcld tfranm-
bhrinE sTf. They fec on Lhe life his"n en h.: oCen boonm.
'Gee Whiz:' Whe n aad-jt SUXF 5rQSC Lf lk ciff or lands.





Habiat: GULLS preferwc w ane d inlu ts andtivs.
Description: This GULLaaeut-two fIlOrc e willhalor-o
SinlSpwD I has blatiped wings sandabnrithyelow bill Mit
a rd rPQL
Niche Notes: GULLS p i 5shi a csrm. ime wmrt
shellUish ea urahins, irL-sc. cher brds. and bud eggl. The
yoca. peck 3L the red ?spr on us pasr.s bin to be l[e. hen seB
adult Egusgital erood ror tci. QULIS may be tatenby foe.,
wcasels. Md vrh rmaplo rd cs=nivCT=.
*'Gee WhiZ:" QiLPLS nr.eOcit y isiLadsyandI vayfltCC-
v l th.y dive an inandim widlh heib eip biUt and hvre tbe-






(CDscover Wetlands, Lynn, 1395)









Habitat: war or -es aith wa-l avaiilabl yo--rcund.
Description: Thlse inmah ee chnaalCIzhtd by thCe- smwic.
i-rmy skirh ong bady lnd lack Co ciaw,3.
Ni;he Notes: SALAsMANDERS e sr? 11sslug. wvrifl. and
SNAILS. T r.ey are Gtan by bhani snLak. Cth $r SA-
MANSrR, fnig. fish anm sme srti
"CAe Whiz:r SALA^ANDERS rre covered w.i a Ci5SALChUl
mnucus &.at prrems riany anial 6from ed cng lem. ir saom
su.h as the Ragh-.skLannr NlC. de jliiy mrucub it sOe fl Of
poiOrw . :h i wi' bi' mosl vueltab-I. Othc, lose re? rails





Niabitat Clmmanly vhle in marinec Wiren W. soft sr andy
bcsorns. They lolerw fsesahwa and an be. Ini in eumarse
aid uP nastal sIarin.
Deseriplon: Flounders harv a. fL yrrymire body and
b;uni sncuL Thly hv wramy altisd 'Ls wiLh dr strip=.
tmy wigh u1 co 20 pocidz.
Niche Notes: Flnor.dr rill car jus; blirl ny irg smrall.. U
they are,. :ncleing h worTri. and thrip.
"Gee W1h.: Flouprdi shevetwo ey S We oee nidof5heCir hnd.
Thb ie.U chai bEc me he eye bgcy in coomMr : -n Ie i.-tial2
pesiln. then -nigatBe tn Lhe snt dside of *he hecaC
Scientifie Name.
Oncorh~ynch kral:Ah
-U. ... r -'.
-----.
Habial: Adull saLnon livt in she 3s. Tlby rctur. t spiWn in
fsc-flowing samn uwih gaci bL:urtrt. The young rymairp in
dhe srian fcr one or rtvo ya. bCfrv reaminmg S Thde ztl
Descriptfon: Thi is a larue saimon, -caching Cp t cenimc-
cr; 35$ nd 12 ponds <5.4 kg)-. Ty have sm"ll blacl k aipol a l
ihtir lbackd uie u7p p ar ior hr r ii nL. They aLso have py
gums.
Niche Notes: AdUtL COKO SALMON feed O smalkr 5sh.
erusrmfi, -nO inVtfY>les. Thel]arcfred ?n aoac insrsl
aduir and Ir'lae Ynrng C O a.e food for other sh. grbes
and lban. Thus a edult r  oerev by m'reu mazinSa. cgles,
be. and IFL MNANS
-CGiH Whiz:" C:OHO mal aid a kng cme in sMemt. Fe






HabLiat:B RRAT tz.SLcu'a pds e isrdr ina muOeiO 
bays v.d sna4
dlesriptiOin About he Siee caf n Mil2 ducn, The SRAN.T
lookbs llyblack swhnri thewal&.:e ayfmr awdilellr. Is
blaland Twhie pa ne IS i sCCe ben ei fl Lt
Niche Notes: EBRAhIT ca. EELSAASS id SEA LETrUCE
rostL rcdisvl y t.iyeyachin-lut by IUMANS and stiby
fcii, gaU. a.d ravens.






(Oilics ver Vetl ands, Lynn, 1 95)








Wabliar 2 tPLANKTON4 ir frond drimLin r s ll ype.t cf
Dsceription: ZOOP!ANON wnrial eieey sril ana
lile nrSen[m u- Le walarc iha:iL bieeL So flnOg id5 thecntre .
Some spend tL'ei enrc life as prtcgxn, wthie ct-n r5rw r1
dLik i ormsr Si,. i oyeta, bUrCleks. er trfish.
Ni he Notes: AU ZOOPFLANKTON mrnt caL btc Lt 5c die is a
cvam s kcy' reomcatldrernius. Cbith-selPsLOPlNKh'J
TON. Ma.y s shtrh Z PLOOLANCTON.
"Gee Whiz:' These ilc =earurcs. being rer the mtoeim 0t
aqi.ha ftod webs, a, aI -itil E all rea l S I. Lh: wcb who
depend on them. Als nmi.sn (indin' htumr:J) h^ eea f:od





Habitat: r-hwaw ad mi-mei wAl.
Descripticn: CLAYSS tait :w:e so eMfd = wiTh c hitgc
Niche Notes: CLAMS ce piman n Lha" Lhy cncl by f:;l
fdi.i CLA.VScre foad ftiEs ;irJt. iACOhNS mns .





Habitat:L haddalJu t. tl"yof .f c rfLcndmr htdw piiftg
PDe riptio t Ths b;alc is ceiisy id ruix by ia lble olr.
Niinhe Notes MbS$ELS IrzllTreede-ra TmN sialn minr:
organisms from [he nir. Thy t ar&ecm by mme btLds. sear=nS
'Gee Whiz:" MUSSEL5 ai-eh o surfae bys by byssrs ea
whiah ga [rudfd Bam ihe: FOer as li.id .ld bshm.;n {inD
cermcly siong rzandd. Thews smnd colleU dctrm and
form a ham at for othe onrFer sas to live iLnCrwitrd wiLh the
MUSSELS.








Habitat: rFe hwsa id maint wsr'. Sone SNAILS lic in
'par iCeifaI crnvrinnrnts.
DeSraiptiO 'SNAI-S ar ersl idcnrhEi by thei siIdl Shell.
Nlch Nolte: SNAILSs arpe plant and animal maWls fthf
,rfaces Wilah he -elp nfr the&: iec-]t.e lon ec Enlld arndl,
SNAILS rde fId or many gi l, inriding fih. SALA-
MAilDERS . BACKXWIMMHIS. WATSR ST Ds S,
mnd HUMANS.







Habitat: Thste cmm. z:mclid. mids ine relivc of crnh.
wc-r iliv r h sw.r bWl in Ih a an o o iOwed in Cht
ctdirmnus.
Description :Tht s icsnmmcdwcnus h?.vc rny semar rnsd)
dhai uFnd tron praPiodi (cflsy oeidagt e *heir scg-
m rnut body. Frc ir.r.intg PLYC1LHA. T ozn hav lrge
Nimhe NbTes' ihe frc swimmingW nnS nealU pre-
4r.. Thc t luwinn ype er pnklcs tfm Ihe wl' and dse
m- ms. 'hmy Fr can by oL wonms and a vsi.ey of bis.
G ee VWhl:" aSoi. POLYCAEE aL c hluir.=e sr. g[lo in
the zrk).
CCmonR Name: Saientilic Name:
GHOST SHRIMP Asaccra
Habitat: MuC or imncnidac rra ua crvwri'.
De3cripticn: T.ccs rmnLU wt inmp lve bum ed in the imud.
Niche Notesv SfH B.Wfedprn n lyonde binrs absi aning
snall ihq TtUn ion They m z fsvorii focd ca crcbihs.
'Gee WhIz:1: A gcodway mr fiTad us is o m hc3 hoi ,wi
i cinrm gun. Jl, L C e .a nfple fr mud as i you Wer. digging
CLA.S. L :iou'auh't ra nd rt ihe SHRIMP.







Descriptien .These ieei.cs dc ot hiave a had esdkehtcire
ID proe: t dn. ijsrF hty nrS SF-Us &on dead gessnpods
They twve snrt abdnimes and snung appBndagB; Ihny inhabil
cr..p gy mepod shells.
Niche Notes: HERMIT C.AS .eS cdFedrimily or. dcarl -rci
:=cKnpl an wharevur nseC crosses tha patlh a e. The s ln by
sbme sfe rbirds and her anin-ars.
"GeeWhi:" HERIT ClRAS wllf Z.d a:=u *.ell-. LnLhcy
aonimw fth one they we living n.
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Common Naine Scientific Name:
WATER BOATMAN Tr.ckhrw iwr.
or SJgr' ;pp
Habitat: Mrgin? cf c .'[r porJ .and esman-
De.scipnlTrIO i aqae  sdcu't s or.dmrs old gray MLbhsd
c.yr. UEvt.houghilucmserboIeLheBACKSwItM fERl.isi',y
ideneir besES: ib does 't bis or sin' bn :TS bzcL
Nt rle nteA WATP BOATMAN cY iJ ;c r cnss =-
aOqt =at, or dceim. rnev rah carn by DLfLNG ETLS.
bogs .isuatlh fowl and shormbids.
-Cee Whz- Those iTnsera trn babl ofrwser undcreath
iherwing cobrerh±tn tr tdives lo .ebousm. Thu is wheie
thy fiEnd d0r favots- foods.







Habitl: Lrvalivr.ini waeor uvemoess. Adu]:slivcin sWsrms
ave dshu haijias.
Description: Adalu hlec a cdy siinar to JD atI A MOS-
QUiTL . Thci-VrcIre.d yCilowih- sr-ln. rwhie Tiepapa
ofcn live 1 tiue mubs oe o emnnd dA: ct detris.
Ni he Nloles Aduls or.y Liv* fru h w d3yzs nd fn don ' ei.
Thc lirze may reed on a0g i3fln m'aa, and odier ston1
crgnisms. DGgs re fbieo fhsh jidzquoes nimal. birdL
slrcws and grcin beetUs.
"Gee Whez: Admit MlIDES dp rm
koo WT loodwOm s
:'[Be Tn Trd iara ar e
Sceentifie Name:
Order Tricfpprert
tabitat: CADDISFL.ES spod most Of Theit life Ms lrzac :n
frchi, wLr sr sL a±sd pons.
DesejriptiO: Adulh f.i5. who live lc= n mronh. have lbog
lgrn.aard hold ho heirwLns lick a ! raF! = riLt.cvI twhrn
:csdng Tho w S3fgsscetreer e w3ie:hr s l Tyl fh.lt e 1a
hve small no'sm at rh nd [heh srbdl men and build dny ho~l
onfstiE, tlenesC, d ]eav wsth n.aaatl pal.miS.
Nichc Note: Lava- eawl upeo La bonrm caing IJgae a
pleni dbr.. The adult itd o tlW nri.-a Maoy fih. Lice
SALMON. d-pend on :ae 1nar: fiod
"Gec WhI;F CADDISF-Y ebjiva u scrAt:e e z d p waKeB
quairy wr±tdid3. Thr nane n4mres from t-iihot" tening





Habi t. Larva i h dvr nlquad elari or on:ht ba*. orlons
and pandL. The aduls live ne waL:r
Descriplion: The adult VAMsF-FLV looks ik a ]idaf
DRAOOTqLY whose iln ffld uvcr *hir backs when r.clg.
Tht lrvac bhavc a 'io o[ g:il tha1 lok lke LU [. ei
Niche Noote LIrval DAMSELFLY cm MOSQUrTO lrviw
.C Lhtr mnsal aniniAr:l The aonte red on M CSQLT=CES and
-GMe WhEi:" D.ring the age Cf dmsan-, DAMS:LFLY






Habra-t PoisJ iakei. .d uddlna w-ntywher-
rescri ptlo n: The fm.iiar adoulMSQ1TD hasa lang.  'anlsar
probotse fwr ucink. rTh. 3na eare care t w riggiw bcn :se
hcy wiggle when ihcy :v-.
Niche Notcs: AdalI MosQLTTOES Ftd fAo plan m only Ue
femae ks a bloiod tial befi:e layisj esggs, ''' lanvac f1ed an
aJgas, FizsOI Nr. nd 4: r.s-












rWbitat. Ccn:mn  n rhJe r.fa ccf laks. pcndr. and mnran
De scriptlpn; With tc help f fi lonI cAg lesd wirpcr f hatr
cc.; ihe WATER STl ERR .alks on se sua Cae f hi. waT.
Niche Notes: WAf7R STJDES pt.cf niftl living d-tid
V9-r Tph feCd They r'> thprcy. 7np in dgvlr c i:.et
and suck dc.:nrds OUL Fsh dine on WATER STRDi ERS.
'Gee WhizF Ifa WATER STmI ERbrcs ' t CS gi hAc rnfc
oiihe waLr. it mIsL hnd srnechni r cliurbh nurt on rdrowc
Scientific Name:
Cyrinide fpiniry
Haeitat: In lake. sirem , aCt pind.
Deacription:Thir aqualic tei:c is lu-tlack or dark brao in
onor Adu]ts anil atrnedia ndcal s..bW aand iaveeYre illare
spli:so hey canzseboth above ancbelow the wausrtLbcme
bir
Niche Notes: WrRLICIGIG RBETLES ic av t=i aed .t
small inr=c=. They = capable of h'ndng e; ni. bby er-ing
diriw.rbanc f Ciny wal:t wave h.y hefrat by swimmini rp-
idly. They r:e ewna y iish ni wvPIrbir, b'u are - n1 asy to
"Gee Whiz:" WHIitLGIGCG BRi LESswim in cird es pon Ltc
rnaerr L eyamwa, often in ,ea' 5 This abvionsbehlavior helps





Habilal Sow -moviLg wue:s Cf porA 1. Sra sz , nd
rmarit ase home o DIViNG BsE TL.
Descrlptin n:They r bLacLi:a..d fan . w' Lh ilnd ]ciS adapced
for swIvmung, The ariM I9 rsmaily siperindrd from he waitiz
surTfCa heac downm Trhe aggs=!c 1rva c-wl an hc bor rn
Niche Notes: DIVINC BEE.TL Ead tCcir lIc'te e pr c nrr
oi aquatic insts, Fsh, an. tadple. Thy s ifood fr fsh.
wilcrnida. and waLr sh-ews,
Gr We Ylht3 Thec irr rp btble nrwath= nndimneah
dshf wiagf to bkeLhe whel hmdne hgurar=.




Scier tiN ha nea:
skienoa spp.
sr NAoowrc= spp.
Hablat: larp. flad,1 penrc, en d mesnm es
Descriptir.; Thes-l ,re .ci, w ir-el t"ulr the
wa: on :eir 1ba wjit Lcir Ion florated back legs. Their
ol-rretn r Cr r v ne no rn"i al; Lne baisks are EhtL iand ltir
Niche Nates: BACKSW'IMWERS dctec: thcir prey wiLh Lhe
LS.ais oD her B.p, then they mnj. di.eshve juiL ino ihen.
They pmrfer srmn insee., SNAILS, or even ish. They re a
ravoree rnod cfirngry fish







Hab itSl.A=Ik Ii·c'nerth ~ rwa Thlie rvaeinv or.ihn heboln
of Let.. and prod:.
Descrip:ion: Thte larg insmec arc easily ientified by heir
huEe eye and f;Ur w ngs held a night angles Lo L.h body. The
!arva. have nao xndnig gihs andi gecja-s.
Niche Notes: Adalr ae skill. at cauchir.ng fic ncd M05QU1-
TOS . l , 'r wir E The laSvae prey rn all small riuiint in ihe
vw=r. Thty'l l alo bie: you.






FHbitI;t LLrvaeLive incLear, ias-flnwmn stmeas,
Descriptlon: Liarv MAY'TL s halvetw ort rfan.l3 ke [Mt
td reven plr orf gills on n hSr mcc rins. Adin have a=r-prF rcnr
Winzg ond IvW Of e t.te ln :Lead i e lila.
Niche Notes: Lafe hadte n he the eEme Weingrc;, r.nsisl
ing of lgae and dcnm . Tbhe Fdul don'i . The lmuc ice
*art by fUsh.
'Gee Whiz:' Atulz ML.A.YFLT have no mouth parz and only





ItlaBlal: Fiond evrywhe'e m me Northwst, *ven in arban
Description: Lnag Itg atd rloundd i e pads help idcndfy t±x
rgr LanZ fa- Qle dark :ask rthanng from th: aail to the
shocIdecs.
Niche NotbOS Fogs prey on spiders and rnss:. ThtLradp tas
eatplan inar.ce. Frog re d fo brts. ms.c. end *rs frog.
Tadpo le are food $or ina fish, SA LMA- DDES.fa s.d l&h
boges. Bcuicuse c fFrogs n m X isolad4 pends fr Freedig.
hey ae ible o ovoid pftcatdc by rptiu tha nee. mar
Fse nent onncny ol wntri
"Geh Whlz:" Tkst} lOs ae wdellcewn ior tir"L ·t-r
ck' noise nd are herd almost all year rcund.





Cvorrnrn Name! SAoTertifi Nariw;
BULLFROG R r.a csacsbecamn
labilta: Thnse fraos were mrndiad to Washmnetan rsn the
eairLn cdrccd Sua. Thy re found in mostlcwlard are and
Description: EIU LLROG a sc abca: mvcn lo cgbc incbhc
long and have r e'n sln cova in spob. They 'ave a fald
c.cnding fronm c:r eye. avetr d- 1ce yrnprnuom (ctrma).
atd Th'if t t Serm.
Niche NotaS: Adklt RlULLFROGS rel aver' ig in g Lttlins
inmert. rt. birdt. fp.itia. ?ienm. ard mansriJ, Thnir
udpo: at l;Iln ranetr and Uvc s a tadpole for :we Lo Mhr
Y rs fogs are feod fur bids. sr.akes, the fiEs and even
HUMANS. Tadpoles ar foo 'cf T cvcnhing frcm CADDISPLY
larae In otChe hs gs.
"'G Whi;" These inhtodicd 8Or0GS have nariy
wiped out Nonhem La;rd Frogs and SPOTT FROGS ,i
Wahengton. Wa erfovwL prmdIuen is d 4w n  BLLfROO
infesed arnas and estern Pond TTrle poplaims are ihrBie
rcn 'by BULLFROG ;rcdarin.











Habitat F:und rhroughcuW; Wesfn Wsh:agon
Decsrlption: Thcsx nig armr,-4ish-'*wn with small blak
fli& or. rhe bk unid ds-k bmdi n fha [etgs. The cnei:riec crihe
bick lcgs=-ecd. The idpolsa-e brown wuihsmall d-k spOon
[h. bacl. Th low ' btody nf the ampoel is whice wilh Tilv y or
MoFpery 5py5.
hliahe NteL- LEbL CEGG ED ?FROGS hnz for muce of thir
food in veZridon around iher wa .e o'rcc. TI i adples ant
planitmars IroBs arefoidfriird . snkerat odhfr cg neld ven
I.LMANS. Tadpole sr: fod fc cvryhu hig 5-m iseat larva-
nt othrr hfs.
"Gee Whiz:" Mle RED-LEGGCE FROGS ell 1o iheir nale





Habitat: Cuancny lE'v in Li Cesrnds Maonauns. retmi and
ccnr ai WVasigcn. Fo=r.crly found i the Puac Sor.d L.w-
lands, rhis sposis now appea to be aimlos Iompltle y elim.-
nItncd fromn ta region .1 e foundio ora e ye.r-roue waer
.sre ead as.Llly in toa-woody wstland.
Descripticn: The spou on lh frog h ve fuzzy dgei. Uight
cnres and a rnge olf s . The undrtide is C:tl.iihred and
ools like it is painmd on. Tadpols den'r arve sp-, bur have
white hbmla.
Niche Notes: Ftngs pry an tnsber. Their tdpoles atrplant
ml=an. Fg:s; fs food or bdU sa. -kes other fm and oven
HU.MANS. Tapos are fod frecvcryAng frcm CADDISFLY
'e c i:w oIhr fts
'Gee vlWhir:" SPOTTS fROs5 mrnak.a e k etnuak nd cn






Habitat: Found cvc-hywhc m Wash ngvt eept V he y a
ofrhe Coltimbia sii .. Tht ada ta now = are in the lowlands
df waen Wahin.g rnd ane 1, 0 of the N - lh Cascadas.
Descriptlon: BORZAL TOADS sre a the imhcd long.
have nw.arty bemn ' . ILl eay sn d have Z wlitl
scipc don the miiddle or tbhc bak.7.Tky havL ehunky haid
and larg, oval p taoid glds beLifid their eyes. These glands
give off a 'hile peise whn e load as tirBnteinbL tnads ar
nwatr.al and silt.
Niche Notes: Toads e s ine. i spid s rd woM is'ly are
oatn by earter SLkeI, Cyall RCCONS. and cr=ws.
"Gee Whiz:" Don't hbd c; od,. bE g 'r SALAMANDERS it
yoU have incr tepellenl n n ygur handS; it a sev tely damaget
tba ' iL,
(Discover We:lands, Lynn, 1995)
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MoartaisE. ILt hat also ser. faur. in. scarsa in he Willapa Hll
a'd t p'ul1 Forex f c su Chwastr. WashlngLan.
Description: T.is frog is tron. browmish reo ay ai has
a vrtical pnpil in il ey. Mal b iv a snlal 'ta'l. The tadpol
are blacL or brmwn with a whije spe: on 1he up of 4fr il aLd a
romnd sackr like motah ra holding On w ntcbe3 agalplt Si
CIrrmnL TA.ED FROOGS mr.i: ,onoi rsar lra treBif their
r port.s probaly.s aIn Adaptio.n co livinA if a Rnty scram.
lHitie plote:, TAJiED SCOGS pray on irnsrs, buL nevt far
fom thi-e: eai Their Eadp: ea ns microsFoic gee. nmo.ly
iatomo Fregs are food fo. birds, tiona, td ocher 5ogr.
"See Whi2:" Scdimenanan from hmbas ItuV t and road
building in somrne arn hnve ros4 ¢ rL r eimiared papulnions of
TAILED FROGS. Tadpcle live frI aIang dei in hir ,an-s:
a~bi two yran in h waerregins and up 1to fou in rnaulaji 3ea.















Habitat: Foreu ard all asjoining ars.
Description: The srr.allel and mosi common ol bes may
glmw up n seven [eL long and weigb up Lo 430 pounds.
NhiOhe Notes B a ore amvmraes eating *instse berdn,
vtteadon. FIh. smal3 marmal. and fruir
"GeeWhiz:' Say ar.y En r.b. They ~rie kerrn ?ng.
CLlb ;ret, md wim will. They as generjly shy. br lmst
r-e r be in dersaoma
oDiscover te¢lands, Lynn, 1395)
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Commonr Name: Sctentllc Name:
MOUSE FC.ly ¢rectidrc
..~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Habitat: Dce: icee prefer wodlands snr uninhbtiedt .
ouse mi ]eprefr hvmg with ua
D esr Iptln: All lcca il the FPailfiv.lorih estmrc anmod or
seven in'hcs l einledin 5il. LThe spei ulock1 silar and re
niual onily identiicd by epers ar aftez iaatuc.
Niche Noles: Mita r= bmr.ivores. They cat scd planis
inecas. grubb end dead s:af. They ue fEoi far ir ll r of
anmivroul lmarnmals and oirds.
"Gee Whiz:'-You ta ll aMOUSE ekf: Sn hx tw atby
Iai*r4grlhepapnrrrl iairm !veai Tn 7 hpW uJ dagrs nd
l23vc adifrdnct Eil. Mice roi onlylve nidcmels Xcaneu
lhny don't dIhg ren on ae grnun
Common Name: Scientifi: Name:
KUMAN Hm'w .ipiroS
Homo q~;:
Hab ha: UOHMANS ae funidu ally evrwh Ihi hei; land.
Description: Bipdil mn.olmrl. Evry :ndivieual hs aunique
app==nCe.
Nich Notes; HUMANS =re omnivwrous nd qmi e vared u
Ihar die They .ae arly prryd up7O by ything.
"Gee Whiz:' The ItUTN populnais inaecasinby aqpr:i-










5. Casting-clay in liquid form
General hints for clay work.
1, Always wedge clay before you use it.
:-11 :i
IWIIUVt CII dli UULvUUIZ~.
Push the clay into the canvas to
2. Always keep your cliy moist. Store clay in a sealed plastic bag.
3. When attaching two pieces of












4. Finished clay work should be allowed to dry gradually to prevent
cracking. Dry clay work is caled greenware. After clay is fired in the
kiln it is called bisqueware It is then ready to paint or glaze.
Slab Handbuilding Technique
clay rolled flat, even in thickness, with edges trimmed.




2. Set clay on canvas cloth to prevent it from sticking to the table
3. For large clay slabs, set two parallel sticks (each 1/2" thick) on each
side of the ciay. Sticks are not necessary for small clay slabs.
4. Roll out the clay with a rolling pin. If using guide sticks, each end of
the rolling pin should rest on them. If making a small slab, roll clay
1/4" to 1/2" thick
5. After cay has been rolled evenly, trim crooked edges with a ruler and
a clay tool.
6. Peel The slab off the canvas and let it dry slightly until firm, yet pliable.
Now use your slab to create your sculpture.
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Appendix B
Ceramic Fish Assembly Instruction$
1. Cut out pacer patterns
2 Rcil flay using a rolling pininto 1/4" thick slabs
3 Use paper patterns and cut pieces out of the clay
Luinc a knife or simi ar cutting tocl
4. Use rolling pin Tc press various textures ont;
clay pieces before assembly,
5. Assemble all pieces using the score-press-blerd
technique.
6. Adhere fish mouth and eyes.
7. Using a variety of cay tools complete all
texture and finishing work.
E. Let clay air dry.
9. Ater clay is Cbique fired it is ready to glaze or paint.
fi$n mouth - roll a small
adhere X th
the score-p
fish eyes - roll two jalls
assembled li
score-press-I
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Appendix E
Curamicc ARsht
Appendix B
